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The quantitative effect OF gas-to-particle conversion on ammonia fluxes 1 

1.1 AMMONIA AS A POLLUTANT 

Durlng the last ten years there has been a growing interest In the atmospheric emission and transport of 

nltrogen species. As ox~des of nitrogen (NO1, NO and HNO;) are mainly produced by anthrupogznic 

sources, therr increasing concentrations are expected to have 3n cffcct on the global nitrogen cycle and 

budget. However, it has also been shown that the increase of the emission of  reduced nltrogen in the 

form of ammonia (mainly due to ruing live stock numbers. over the last 200 years) has effects. 

Ammonia is the only major gaseous base in  the a~mospherc. It plays an important role for the 

neutralisation of atmospheric aclds such as nitr~c acld (HNO]), sufphunc acid (B?S04) and hydrochloric 

acid (HCI) as wel l  in the giobal nitrogen cycle (see Figure I ) .  

Figure 1: The schematic nitrogen cycle taken born T h e  Royal Society (1983) 

The atmospheric deposition of NH3 into ecosystems IS known to have the following main environmenrnl 

impacts: 

The deposition of niuogen compounds i s  a potential source of nulrient ~mport. Whereas this 

deposition had been considered to be a beneticial  source o f  nitrogen for plants i t  is now suspected LO 

disturb the balance of  the nutrient economy. For example, eutroph~cation o f  lakes is known to 

increase the possibility of algal booms. Additronal nitrogen supply favours thc growth of plant 

communities needing high amounts of nutrients and might suppress species favouring oligotrnphic 

conditions. This way heather is endangered to be gradually replaced by grass and short grassland 

species by taller, rougher grasses. Moreover additional nitrogen supply can induce imbalance of 

. . . . . . . . . - 
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2 The quantitative effect of gas-to-particle cnnversion on amm3nifi fluxes 
I 

other nutrients and hormones leading to n higher sensitivity to frost damage or fungal i fection as 1 I 
well as fast growth and the production of high volume cells resulting in wind sensitivit as far as 

trees are concerned (e.g. Sutton er al., 1993). 
I I 

2. Acidification d ecosystems: 

Additional to the direct deposition of nitric acid, ammonia deposition can also lebd to soil 

acidification. Transformation of NH3 to NHs' consumes one Ht, however, subsequent *kidation of 

I 
the NH4* lo nitratc by soil bacteria releases two iT, resulting i n  a net acidification. Other plant and 

soil uptake processes acr in competition so that it is difficult to cstimate the net contribution of NH3 

I 
to acidification. Since additional nivarc ions might catch nutrient cations (eg. ca2-, K'), they limit 

the availability of nutrients for the plant causing growth problems associated with nutrient shortages. 
I 

This effect has become known as lhc 'ammonium hypothesis' for forcst decline (Nihlgkd, 1985). 

3. Modification of atmospheric and surface uhernisuy: 
I 

As the predominant atmospheric base thc pH change due to ammonia and ammonium solved in 

aqueous aerosol, in cloud droplets or in leaf water films, is known to strongly influence the reaction 
I 

rates of many aqueous phase reactions. It has been suggested that deposition of ammonia and 

deposition of sulphur dioxide enhance each other (known as NHS-SO~ cc-deposition. e.g. Erisman 

and Wyers, 1993) as the oxidation of S@ increases with pH (Behra er a/. 1989) acting as a sink for 

I 
NH3 in return lowcring the pH and thus allowing a higher deposition flux of ammonia. 

4. In high concentrations airborne ammonia itself may be directly phytotoxic as suggested by van der 

I 
Eerden (1982). 

These negative effects make i t  necessary to monitor ammonia concentrations and to estimate the inputs 

I 
of ammonia into the biosphere. For this a better understanding of uansfer mechanisms to canopy and 

surface is important along with new and more precise measuring techniques for ammonia concentrations 
I 

and fluxes. I 
1.2 EMISSION AND DISTRiBUT'ION 

The contribution of the different sources to the emission of ammonia has been conrroversially discussed 

I 
throughout time and lireraturc. Natural emission rises from soil, anthropogenic from animal manure, 

synthetic fertiliscr and livcstock waste (see Table 1). Asman (1992) estimates that the latter eontributes 

I 
about 81% to thc estimated total em~ssion of 6.4 Tg NH, per year in Europe. Dentener and Crutzen 

(1994) assume a worldwide NH3 emission from nnthropogenic sourccs of 30.4 Tg N yr". , 
I 

Sensitive to local sources ammonia emissions and concentrations show a high spatial and temporal 

variability. Allen r t  ol. (1988) who carried out a study for Colchertei. UK, found mean ammonia 
I 

concentrations decreasing from 28 to 2 pg over a distance of less than 2 km. Moreover, ammtnia can be 

cither emitted or deposited depending on air concentration and thc state and nature of the kcosystem. 
I 

This lends to some complications for a uniform description of the micrometeoroiogical theoiy as somc 

I 
common techniques cannot sensibly applied to bi-diicctional transfer (see next section). ~ u C o n  (1990) 

I I 
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The quantitative cffect of gas-to-particle conversion on ammonia fluxcs 3 

made flux measuremenls over dil'fcrent ecosystems and measured mean deposition fluxes over natural 

ecosystems as: 31 ng rn-2 s-I over neutral-cnlcnreous grassland, 23 ng rn-2 s-I over moor land, of 10 ng m 

s-I O Y C ~  forest. Fluxes over agricultural surfdccs differed wilh rnetcorological condi~ions and the time 

of year indicating an influence of the statc of the crop, the intensity of grazing or temperature. A mean 

deposition flux of 12.2 ng m-2 s- '  in wintcr and an emission flux of -4.8 ng m-2 s-I in  summer for [he 

same agricul~ural grassland show this seasonnl dependency. Fluxes in summer differed from 10.6 ng m-2 

s-I under wet to - 15 ng m-' s-' under dry conditions. 

Table 1: Sources of ammonia divided into naturally and anthxopogenically induced. 
Numbers are global emission according to  Dentener and Crutzen (1994) in [Tg 1Y yr-i] 

In contrast to NH3 the concenuation of NH,' aerosol was found to show much less spacial arid temporal 

variablity throughout the study of Allen et ul. (1988). This can be explained by NH; undergoing 

mainly long-range transport mechanisms and being produced as a secondary pollutant. 

importance 
of source 

major: 

minor: 

As for any trace gases, the mechanisms for removal nf NH3 from h e  atmosphere are: 

1 .  Wet deposition 

natural sources 

- natural soils and 
vegetation (5.1) 
- wild animals (2 .5)  
- wean (7.0) 

NH3 is dissolved in rain, snow and fog droplets and removed by precipitation. 

2. Dry deposition 

anthropogenic sources 

- animal wastes 
of which 

. cattle 

. pigs 

. horseslmuIeslasses 

. sheeplgoats 

. poultry 
- Ferti I isers 
- industrial activities 

- coal combustion 

- human respiration 
- sewage sludge 
- cats and dogs 

Pollutant gases can be absorbed by canopy, soil and water surfaces and thus he depleted near the 

global 
emission 
[ ~ g  N yrl~ 

22.0 

14.2 
2.8 
1.2 
2.5 
1.3 
6.4 
NiA 

2.0 

N/A 
N/A 
NlA 

ground. As higher parts of the atmosphere cun often be regarded as a infinite rcscrvoir of the tracer. 

a concentration gradient forms leading to a klux. Thc ratc of the flux is governed by the magnitude 

of the gradient, atmospheric turbulence, atmospheric stability and the (mo1ecular or Brownian) 

diffusivity of the tracer. Whereas For some gases (HN03, HCI) any canopy is thought to act as a 

perfect sink (e.g. Huebert et  al., 1988) there can bc a considcrahle concentration of NH3 in the plant 
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4 The quantitative effect of gas- to-particle conversion on ammonia fluxes 

stomata, limiting the gradient or even leading to counter gradients, i.e. emission, iPit exceeds 

the air concentration. Thus the surface atmosphere exchange of NH3 is bi-directional. 

3. Chemical conversion processes 

Reaction with atmospheric acids can lead to formation of aerosol, which, depending on Qe relative 

humidity, can be found in either a solid or aqucous state, md contribute to the removal 

ammonia. The mechanisms and thus the rate of dry deposition, described by the depositi 

(Vd) for aerosols differ significantly from hose o f  gases (see section 2.6.5). Hence gas-tb-particle- 

conversion can alter the ratc rlf atmospheke surface exchange as discussed in more d ail in the + 
following section. I 

m ,  I 

1.4 THE INJXUENCE OF GAS-TO-PARTICLE CONVERSION ON THE NET E X C ~ N G E  OF 

AMMONIA: MOTIVATION FOR THIS WORK 

Direct measurements of pollutant fluxes at one height require high frequency detectors (ste section 

2.5.11, which are not yet available for NH3. Instcad, gradient methods are frequently used to :derive the 

flux from the concentration gradicnt in the atmosphere. They are based on the assumption that a layer, 

in which the fluxes are independent of height (the constant flux layer, CFL), forms above a homogenous 

surface. This assumption requires homogeneity of the area and the absence of advection; but it is also 

essential that there are no sources or sinks within the atrnospherc. The latter requirement is fulfilled for 

heat and non-reactivc entities but i s  violated if chemical conversion p r w s s e s  occur. 

Ammonia forms equilibria with HCI and HNO] Forming ammonium salts and can abo be depleted by 

the irreversible reaction with HzSOJ. Ammonia, gaseous acids and ammonium aerosols obey different 

deposition mechanisms and are hence differently quickly removed from the atmosphere. The difference 

in the deposi!ion velocity results in deviations from the chemical equilibrium given by the codcentration 

product of NH3 and HNO3 (or HCl) and the concentration of NH,N03 (or NH4Cl). Dis-equilibrium then 

Icads to non-conserved fluxes. The magnitude of the flux divergence depends on h e  reailion rates 

governed by the concentrations themselves us well ar temperature and humidity For NH3 the true flux 

can, strictly speakmg, not be evaluated by gradient methods without correcting for the influe 

to-particle conversion (GPC). However, so Ear the eCCect of GPC has largely been 

negligible and consequently been ignored. Figure 2 illustrates an example of NH3 

formation nf N&N03 aerosol close to the gbund. The high NH3 emission leads to a 

product OF thc gases, [NH,]x[HN03], which ii bigger than the equilibrium product 

NH4N03 concentration, temperature and rclativc humidity. As the NH3 

ralative humidity decrease with height the dis-equilibrium bccomes 

application of gradient techniques would not derivc the surfacclatmosphere exchange but n average f 
value for the height dependent flux over the height range of the measurements. Thus the truk emission 

flux would be underestimated. I 
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The quantitative effect of gas-to-particle conversion on atnmonia fluxes 5 

concentration Ippb] tlux [ppb m s-'1 

- 

conserved fluxes as measured by gradient method at z = 1 rn 
- - - - true flux modified by chemical reactions 

Figure 2. Schematic outline of the principle of gas-to-particle conversion. Zn this 
example emission of NH, in the presence of a considerable HNO, concentration leads t o  
fonnatlon of NIX,' aerosol which is highest at t h e  ground. 
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A variety of measurements carried out by different authors have shown features which cannot be 

explained by constant flux micrometeoralogy and indicate that the effect of gas-to-particle conversion 

can, under certain conditions, indeed be substantial. Zhang er al. (1995) found upward fluxes of HN03 

of up to 0.4 pg m'2 s" whereas theory predicts deposition, and explain it with height dependent 

depletion through the high NH3 concentration of about LO pg m". Sutton (unpublished data, see section 

4.3) found emission of particulate N R *  of up to 60 ng m" s" during a field campaign in Hahergate in 

September 1989. Huebert et  al. (1985) also rcport apparent emission of HN03 and higher deposition 

rates of NH;. Brost and Delany (1  988) were able to qualitatively simulate these features in a numerical 

j 

! I .  

: I  1 :  

model taking chemical conversions into account. 

j 

.HNO, 

: 

Some n~odels have been written for modelling the equilibrium reaction between HW03, NH3 and 

NH4NO3, hut neither has thc rcaction of NH3 with EICl or humidity effects been included in the models, 

nor have the model predictions been thoroughly compared to experimental data. A variety of 

approaches to calculate thc similar photochcrnical rcnction cyclc of NO?, NO and O3 exist showing that 

; NW4N03 

NW3 

I 
i 
i 

the radient method I 
irestmate the Wi! emlsslon iiux ! - 

rneasurcd I7uxcs might have to be corrected by up to 20% (Coe, 1993). Bccausc of the similari~y to the 

nitrate triad these models can easily he adoptcd for the chemistry of NHa. The accuracy of models 

dealing with thc chemistry of NH3 appeared to bc limitcd by insufficient knowledge of the reaction 

kinetics but according to Kramm and Dlugi (1994) NH3 fluxes could be overestiinated by several 100% 

if the reaction rates arc assumcd to hc very high, while they also found that sign changes of the true NH3 

llux can occur. 
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6 The quantitative effect of gas-to-particle conversion on ammonia fluxes 

The reported measurements and first model results of other authors show that situations occqr in which 

the effect of GPC on NH3 flux measurements cannot be neglected. The effect on the flux m@surernents 

might lead to considerable error in the net exchange of N 4  with ecosystems. Beside rhj cffect on 

measurements, GPC is also likely to effect the physical exchange processes thmselves. FO/ example, 

evaporation of particulate N b *  into f a s ~  depositing gbseous NH3 wouId potentially 

deposition of reduced nilrogcn in highly polluted areas. This would 

consequences for Ihe exceedance of critical loads of nitrogen. If, on the 

thc presence of a high background concentmtibn of H N 0 3 ,  acrosol 

surface resulting in bigger gradients and increa'ped NH3 emission. 

1.5 AIM AND STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT 1 
i 

The aim of this work is to compare the predictions of different NH3 chemistty models to medsured data 

and to establish requirements for both further input data and necessary model changes. Field tampaigns 

arc to be set up foctlsing on obtaining suitable and representative data which can be fed into the 

modiiied models. Here a f ~ s t  emphasis has to be put on the examination of the reaction kinetics. After 

the models have been improved the net effect of GPC on ammonia exchange under different 

microrneteorological situations and the true surface fluxes are to be estimated so that instructions for the 

correction of flux measurements by gradient methods can be formulated. As a last step the results 

obtained shall be used for overlaying maps of NH3 deposition data with concentration maps OF the other 

relevant chemical species in order to estimate the effect of GPC on the NH3 budget for the UR. 

As the reaction kinetics are closely linked to the chemistry and physics of N&* aerosol, investigations 

in the transport, formation, coagulation and evapora~ion processes of aerosol have to be camid out. 

This report presents the state of the work after eleven months time. It starts with an overview over the 

micrometeoro1ogicaI background of flux measurements (chapter 2). which is kept relatively 

comprehensive reflecting the variety of techniques used throughout the work. However, as it does not 

exceed common theory, it rs meant as n reference for the fallowing chapters and future wbrk of the 

author himself rather rhan as a substantial part of the work itself. i t  can thus be skipped by ithe reader 

without effecting the understanding of subsequent chaptcrs us necessary cross-refeiences on 

micrometeorological equations wlll be glven. ' 

3, Chapter 
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'rhc quantitative effect of gas-to-partick conversion on ammonia fluxes 7 

The chemistry of ammonia and ammonium aerosol" recapitulates work carried out by former authors on 

the reaction kinetics oENH3. 

The next chapter (chapter 4) gives a summary of exrsting models for the calculation concentration and 

flux profiles of the nitrate triad HN03, NH3 and N.JHaN03 and the NO, lriad, NO,. NO and O,,. These 

models h ~ v e  here been re-decoded and extended by methods to 

a) simultanmusly dcal with the nitra~c and chluridc triad, 

b) extrapolate profiles calcula~cd hetwcen two input heights down to the surface, h. 

c) calculate the height dependent cquilihriurn constants as functions of the temperature and relative 

humidtiy so that gradients in temperature and relative humidity can be accounted for. 

The first findings of applytng these modeis to measured data are given followed by a brief discuss~on on 

fuurlher data requirements. 

Chapter 5 deals with common techniques to measure thc conccntration of  NH3 and orher tracers and 

shows how expericncc was gained i n  these techniques. The preliminary findings of a field campaign 

(EXAMINE '95) are then reported (chapter 6) showing results of NH, gradients both above and within 

the canopy as well as panicle fluxcs. 

The report finishes off (chapter 7)  by outlining plans and perspectives for further modelling and 

measuring activities. 
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The yuantitalive elTect ol' gas-Lo-particle conversion on ammonia fluxes Y 

2. MICROMETEOROLOGICAL THEORY 

2.1 THE STRUCTURE OF THE ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY LAYER 

The houndary layer is defined as the region of the q x x q h e r e  closest to the earth surface where 

atrnosphcric molion is influenced by friction effccts. Up to a hcight of 50-100 m, depending on the 

surface properties and the stability conditions, air flows are mainly determincd by friction and 

tcmperature gradients (surface layer). Here shear srress and heat tluxes are nearly constanl with height. 

In the upper part of the boundary layer, the Ekmm layer, the flow i s  increasingly influenced by the 

coriolis force. Transport prucesses between the surface layer and the surface itself take place through a 

very shallow (depth of less than I mm) laminar (or viscous) sub-layer which encloses all, surface 

elements. Whereas here the transport mechanism is due to molecular or Brownian diffusion, mixing and 

advectivt effects of differently sized circular motions, eddies, play the major rolc within the boundary 

layer. 

As the wind passes over a hornogenious surface a layer forms above the ground in which the fluxes are 

expected LO be in equilibr~um with the surface and constant with height. The thickness of this constant 

flux laycr depends largely on the fetch. i.e. the distance from the closest upwind inhornogeneity. 

Monteith and Unswonh (1990) state the rule that fluxes of heat and chemically inert entrained 

properties arc sufficienrly constant within the boundary layer up to a height of 0.5 % tto 1 % of thc fctch. 

e.g. for measurements up to 1 m an upwind fetch of 100 rn, better 200 m, is required. It is within this 

constant flux layer that flux measurements can be carried out as the mcasurcd flux is cxpectcd to equal 

the surface flux. 

From crnpirical results i t  is known rhat the increase in mean horizontal wind speed, u, with height is 

inverscl y proportional to the height, z, irself: 

Obviously, integration of this equation leads to a logarithmic wind profilc. Undcr ncutraI conditions 

(u1=w') the factor of proportionality i s  found to equal a characteristic velocity, the friction velocity u*, 

divided by an e~npirlcal constant, known as the von Karman constant ( ~ 0 . 4  1). 

Cunsidcring thc roughness of a surface contnining roughness elements of the mcan hcight, h, the 

relationship in equation 1 breaks down near the surface. However, thc wind profile can bc extrapolated 

to the :round nnd a virtual height, z,, can be found at which the wind speed is expected to equal zero. 

This height i s  callcd roughness Icngth and is of the order '15 to ' 1 ~ 0  h.  A further correction nccds to be 

done TIS to account for the atmospheric stability. In stable condition (negative temperature gradient) 

vertical [nixing and transport of momcnturn is diminished which leads to a l'iattened wind profile (w'iu')  

whereas in unstable conditions (strorlgly positive temperature gradient) the eddies are vertically 

'stretched' (w'>u') and steepen the wind prorilc. Thc expression for the wind speed has to be multiplied 

by a dimensionless slahility Function, (OM, Lor thc transfer ol' momentum, which is greater or less than 

UMIST trnnsfer report - Eiko Nemitj! 
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fluxes 

I 

unity for stable or unstable conditions, respectively. However, even in neutral conditions he plot of I I 
wind speed against the logarithm of height would not lead to fl straight line as far as mcasure ents over 

plant canopies are concerned. A zero plane displacement level (d) of the flow above ground which is a 

major fraction of  plant height (h) (often assumed to be 213 h or 314 h) must be introduced y 1 elding the 

I 
relalionship: i I 

a; U.@,  =h -- - 
' eq 2 az K ( z - ~ )  I 

I 
I can bc identified with the mean eddy size or mixing length and is roughly proportional tomthe height 

above d, i.e. z-d. Equation 3 gives the solution for this differential equation considering the stability 

I 
function as independent of height. As this is only an approximation the exact integration will'be carried 

out in section 2.5.2.1. 
I 

- u. t - d  
u(z> = - In - ,z-d >z , ,  

20 

I 

2.2 ATMOSPHERIC STABKITY 
I 

Atmospheric stabilily describes the thermal stratification of the atmosphere. As an air parcel is 
I 

displaced adiabatically up or downwards its density changes. Depending on whether it becomes lighter 

or heavier than the surrounding air it either experiences a restoring force or the perturbation is 

supported. 

I 
In order to quanitify the stability conditions it is necessary to parameterize the stability. One measure 

f o ~  the degree of stability or instabiliiy is the Richardson number, Ri. It describes the ratio of the gain in 

I 
kinetic energy an air parcel experiences when i t  follows one cycle of the mean eddy motion of the 

length, 1, Kl&, and its initial kinetic energy, KE,. The detailed derivation can bc found in Garrant 
I 

( I  992). I 
KEh - p d T (d Ri(zj=---- - 
KE, T ~ Z  az eq 4 I 

where g is the acceleration due to gwvity and T the absolute temperature in degrees Kelvin. Ri is 

positive in stable, equals zero i n  neutral and is negative in unstable conditions. It changes with height 
I 

(as the eddy size) and is for any given situation roughly proportional lo height. 

Another parameter which is often used is the Monin-Obukhov stabiticy length, L. L descrihesi the height 
I 

at which buoyancy contributes more to the gain in turbulent hnetic energy an air parcel ek~eriences 

than the wind shear. Since the influence o f  the shear is more sensitive to height than budyancy this 

thrcshold can always be found. If buoyancy counteracts an upward motion this length is nega.ive (stahle 

I 
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The quantitative effect nf gas-to-particle conversion on ammonia fluxes 11 

condition), i n  unstable condition it is positive. L is infinite and changes sign in he case of atmospheric 

neutrality. Garrant (1992) derives L as: 

where H is the sensible heal flux (positive, if upwards), c, ihe spccific heat capacity of air at constanl 

pressure and p the density of air. L has the dimension of length and in contrast to Ri it  remains constant 

with height. 

Eddies lead to disordered and random fluctuations of wind speed, temperature, concentrations and other 

quantities. These can be divided into an avcragcd and a fluctuating component iis might bc shown for - 
the horizontal wind speed: u = u f u' (Reynolds decomposition). 

Using this concept the following scaling parmeter of an entity can be defined by the co-variance of the 

entity with the vertical wind speed component: 

Whcre w' and ;c' are the fluctuation of vertical velocity and conccnlratinn of a pollutant, respectively. 

9: is the iluctualing cornponenl of (he virtuul potential temperature, i.c. the temperature an air parcel 

would have if it was adiabatically transferred to n standard pressure of 1000 hPa and dried, u* is called 

eddy velocity and is a measure for how fast: tlorizontal rnomcntum is transferred vertically onto (he 

surface. The vertical fluxes of momentum (or shear slress per horizontal unit area), t, sensibLe and latent 

heat (H and hE)  and mnttcr of concentration ;C (F ) are defined ns: X 
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I 
- 

hE = hkv'e' eq 1 1  
I 

- 
fi = w ' f  cq 12 

I 
respectively. Here h is the latent heat of evaporation of water, c, is the specific heat capacity of air at 

constant pressure and 8' and c' are the variations of potential temperature and warer vapoub pressure, 

I 
respectively. Time averaging of equation 9 and substituting in the definition of the cd velocity 

(equation 6) leads to a further expression for the shear stress T: I I 
.r: = pu,u, eq 13 

I 
Equivalent expressions can be obtained for the ocher tluxas. I I I 

I 
2.4 DEFN~TION OF FLUXES ACCORDING TO GRADIENT METHODS - THE CONSTANT 

mUX ASSUMPTION 
I 

As mentioned before a layer forms over a homogeneous surface in which the flux of heat and unreactive 
I 

entrained entities is assumed to be constant with height. As the process of turbulent mansport resembles 

that of Brownian diffusion (see Monteith and Unsworth, 1990) Fix's law can be applied replacing the 

Brownian diffusivity, D,, by an eddy diffusivity, K,, and the flux at a fixed height assumed to be 

I 
proportional and opposite to the concentration gradient. Unlike D, K, itself is a function of height. The 

following equation are the analogues to the flux equations of the covariance method (equations 9 to 12). 
I 

a; 
T = - p K ,  - eq 14 

I 
az 

dT I 

I 
H=-pc,K,- I eq 15 az I 

ae 
hE = -ME - a~ cq 16 I 

ax ! F =-K - I e q 1 7  
11 

I 
a2 

I 

i 

Here the Ki represent the eddy diffusivities of momentum, latcnt and sensible heat and mattea. Although 

I 
scaling parameters like p in equation 14 have been taken out of the gradient the vaiidity of their 

independence of height needs to be checked for the individual situation. Heavy, slow depositing 
I 

parrides may build up a density gradient at teast. A more detaiIed analysis of the occurring forces for 

thc deposition of matter would lead to: I 
UMIST transfer report - Eiko Nemitz I 
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as Brownian diffusion and gravitational settlrng, with the settling veioclty v,, take place at the samc 

time. Whereas the molecular diffusivity, D,, is always several orders of magnitude s~naller than Q h e  

drag force leading lo a tcrminal settling velocity, vv cannot bc neglected for heavy particles (sec section 

2.6.5). 

Equation 3 can bc transformed to yield a gradient expression for u.: 

this expression should be expected to be consistent wilh the definition of u. as the root of the co- 

variance of vertical and horizontal wind component (equation 6). If an air parcel is lifted by an eddy by 

the height z' it experiences a change in wind speed given by the change in the overall background wind 

profile as: 

If there are no other external forces the vertical fluctuation w' is proportional to the horizontal u' wrth a 

factor of proportionality depending on the stability class (wl=cu'). Thus w' can be substituted in equation 

20 to yield 

Substitution of u' and w' into equation 6 leads to 

- 
Here c 2'' i s  the variance of the vertical air parcel displacement and can thus be identified with 12, the 

square of the mixing length, introduced in equation 1 ;  thc expressions of u* are consistent. Combining 

the gradient and the co-variance expressions for s (equations 13 and 14) an expression for the eddy 

diffusivity of momentum, KM, can be obtained: 
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The eddy correlation method makes direct use of the co-variance approach (equations 9 to 12) by 

measuring instantaneous concentrations, temperature and wind speed. This technique !is simple, 

potentially accurate, as it lacks any empiricism, and measures the true flux at a single defi cd height. 

But  in order to achieve reliable results even high frequency eddies need to be sampled so t at a short 

sampling time becomes crucial; while the highest resolvable frequency equals half of th sampling I frequency. A variety of instruments for measuring wind components and temperature, ultrasonic 

anemometers, with a sufficient sampling rate of more than the required 5-10 Hz are available. 

Furthermore, equipment has been developed to measure the instantaneous concentration of some 

pollutants (NO,, 03, COT or C&) at a sufficiently high time resolution. Attempts have been made to 

measure NH3 concentrations using tuneable diode lasers (TDLs) which can be operated at high 

sampling rates, but have shown that it is a) difficult to generate precise air standards and 

spectral absorption of NH3 is weak resulting in n detection limit as high as 1 pg m3. The 

of more sensitive techniques is still too long s$ that this pollutant cannot yet be 

correlation method. This leads to major restrictions of data acquisition for 

fluxes 

models. The flux measuring method, which is generally used instead, i.e, the aerodynamic gradient 

method, is, strictly speaking, not applicable if GPC takes place and derives h e  flux at only one height, 

whereas the numerical models calculate the flux as a function of height. Hence ammonia flux 

divergence is difficult to measure and model results we difficult to compare to field data. 

During the work carried out so far the eddy carrelation method was used to measure the size dependent 

deposition fluxes of aerosols with optical particle counters. 
I 

2.5.1.1 Relaxed eddy accumulation method 

The eddy accumulalion method is a relatively new technique which combines the advantage of the eddy 

correlation method, i.e. to measure the flux at a single height, with the advantages of gradient 

techniques, i.e. to allow for long detection times. A sonic anemometer is used to switch high speed 

valves so that air can be conditionally sampled into two different reservoirs depending on thtlsign of the 

fluctuation OF the vertical wind component. The air collected in the reservoirs can subs 

analysed by any method. Recent studies have/ shown the flux to be proportional to the 

standard deviation of the vertical wind speed (cr,) and the concentration 

reservoirs: 
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where X' and X' are the concentrations measured during up and downdrafts, respectively. bx is an 

empirical constant which is currently assumed to be close to 0.6 (Businger and Oncley, 1990) bul seems 

to decrease with height (Gao, 1995). 

2.5.1.2 Other related methods 

Other methods of flux rneasuremcnts exist, which arc based on the measurement of inslancaneous vaiues 

of the property undcr consideration. Here three of them shall be briefly described as thcy provide a 

means of checking the coherence of the results obtained by the eddy correlation method itself: 

1. The standard deviation method makes use o f  the fact that for all entities undergoing the same 

vertical transport mechanism the correlation with wind speed should be the same. Tnis is considered 

true for heat and entrained gases as discussed in chapter 2.5.2.1. If R,,, and R,, are the correlation 

coefficients of heat and matter with wind speed, respectively, it  follows that one flux can be 

obtained from the other using the standard deviations by 

2 .  The normaiised standard deviation method relates the tlux of an entrained property to its standard 

deviation and the eddy velocity, i.c. the flux and standard deviation of the rnonlentum, and requires 

the state of stability. The relationship is given by 

z-d  
IF. =ox+-) 

where 

f (5) = 1.85 for 5 L -0.3 1 

. f ( < ) = - 1 . 2 5  forq<-0.31 

Here the stability is exprcssed by the Monin-Obukhov-Length (L) and the stability parameter (G = 

(z-d) L-') as defined in chapter 2.5.2.1. 

3. The corrclaiion coefficient method is also bascd on he hypothesis that in the surface layer the 

conelation coefficients are cqual whatever the parameter considered. The correlation coefficient of 

an  entrained property with thc vertical wind component (R,,) only depends on thc stability class 

varying from 0.3 in stable conditions to 0.6 i n  the highly unstable atmosphere. It also can be 

deduced from L. 
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2.5.1.3 Corrections required for the eddy correlation method

1. llisalienment of the sonic anemomete.

Deviation of the sonic anemomeler measuring the fluctuation oI th€ venical wind comp4nenr from

the vertical results in a non"zero mean vedical wind specd and a contribution of rhe ilutruation or

the hoflzoDtal wind components io the measurem€nl. Assumlng rhe rue verrical mean wirld speed to

be zero. an assumption which becomes ircorrcc! when strong densiry gradients occur (see poina 2),

ihc misalignment ce bc corrected for applying a roratior of the co-ordinates, which is given by

Fx=@T 7l).os0 p7-71)s;necosv-pf 7l)s;nesinv

I
I
t
T
I
I
I
T
I
I
I
I
I
I
T
I
t
I
I
I

Neunann and den Hdiog (1985) as

u - "..,u'[i l,

D€nsity gradients:

g"***, , cao be nonzero as a consequence

tluxes. Webb eral. (1980) give the co|reclion as

p. (  *  H)
f  = f . . . t : i  i - i  e q 2 9" "  P, l l -uo c" I ,

where pr, pr ue the densities of the tracer and dry air, respecdvely. p identifies the latio of ihe

molecular weight of dry air to that of waler vspour ard o the ratio of the densities of water vapour

and air. This coffection has to be applied if mass fluxes and not volume mixing raiio nuxes are

calculated and becones nore significant lhe smaller the flux and the bigger the concentration of a

tracer. This conection is no! limited to eddy coffelation. whereas Sutlon (1990) estimatef the eff.ct

on NHr gradient nelsurements to be small, as NHr is a relalively light gas fo.ming largd gradients,

itcan b€come significanl for fluxes of panicles, which are heavy and depositslowly.

3. Signal loss due to sensor resPoise times

High sensor responsc limes and lo'v sainpling frequencies might lead to fast eddicq not being

resolvcd. This cftbct becomes particularly important when fluxes arc measured close to the canopy

where rhc mean eddy size is snall (see equation 1 altd Figure 25) so that fast flucluauons

signific$dy contribute to fte total flox. In this case the flux can b€ undereslinated if the mexsuring

instrument acts as a low pass o. an additional low pass is used. Otherwise, un.esolved frequencie\

are iblded back and dctected:rs an apparent increased contribution of the high€s! stiu resolveble

of d€nsity gradienB due to heat or wa|er vapou.

fiequencies (aliasing). whereas the firs!effec!can be conected for, the influencc ofthe lhtte! cannot

be cstimated afterwards. Fourier dala series analysis is required as to compare power sPectra and co'

spectra of v€rdcal wind component and tracer under consideration against specira of flules assumed
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to be sampled at a sufficiently high frequency, i.e. the heatflux, and tu correct for sensor 

deficiencies. 

4. Contamination by Iow frequency noise: 

Aliasing can also occur at the low frequency end of the spectrum. Power spectra, of particle fluxes 

measurements in particular, show high contributions of low frequencies which do riot rcfer to eddies 

contributing to vertical transport but horizontal transport mechanisms (e.g. gravity waves). Again 

thesc artefacts havc to be eslimarcd by time series analysis and high pass filtering   night have to be 

applied. Lamuud et a!. (1994) found frequencies of up to 0.01 Hz to be associatcd with horizontal 

particlc lluxes and filtering corrected their flux measurements by about50%. 

2.5.2 Gradient methods 

2.5.2.1 The aerodynamic gradient method 

The aerodynamic gradient method makes use of the fluxe-gradient relationship given by equations 14 to 

17. Once the stability correction has been found according to equation 23 the flux can be calculated 

rrom concentration gradient measurements. However, as concentration gradient and eddy diffusivity are 

non-linear functions of height many measuring points would be necessaq to obtain a sufficiently 

accurate result. It is therefore desirable to rcduce the problem to log-linear gradients: 

Analogously to momentum a stability correction function, a, , for matter can be defincd and a gradient 

expression for the other scaling parameter, e.g. ;c. (equation 7), can be obtained: 

These expressions allow to formulate the flux in analogy to the eddy correlation method, but using eddy 

parameters which can be found from gradient measurements: 

The gradient expressions for the scaling parameters can be integrnrcd and thus transformed into log- 

linear expressions. If we consider the stability function (@) to be height independent, for u. cquation 3 

is re-obtained whereas ~ ( z )  can be derived as: 

Here + is the notional height at whlch the concentration would be expected to be zero. Integration of 

equations 3 and 32 wrt. ln(z-d) rather than z results in: 
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Substituting the eddy parameters into the flux equation 31 gives an expression for the flux!containing 

gradients of log-linear plots: 

The term f=(@&~)-' is cdled the stability factor (Thorn, 1975). 

eq. 34 

Stability correction and integration 

The stability function needs to be related either to the Richardson's number or the Moni 1 -0bukhov- 

Length. Like the tlux the Richardson's number can be expressed in terms of log-linear s l~pes rather 

than slopes of curves. To achieve this the gradients in equation 4 are to be replaced by the eddy 

pnrarneters using the appropriate equations o f  the form of equation 23. The introduced eddi parameter 

can again be substitu~ed by the log-linear expmsions {equation 33). I 
I 

Here the effect of atmospheric stability has been neglected. Experiments have shown that in good 

approximation: 

conditions (Businger, 1966). i 
Consequently, the same equalities and inequalities apply to the eddy diffusivities. As the fbnctions for 

all entrained entities and heat seem to be the same, only the index H is used throughout the rest of the 

text. Since the common transport mechanism is a fundamental presumption for the applicability of the 

atmospheric gradient method this technique is also called similarc~ theory. I 
Replacing the gradients in equation 4 by both the combination of equations 23 and 15 and kquation 22 

leads to an expression of Ri in bxms of the stability functions: 

-. 
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sn that by comparison with equation 5 a relationship between Ri and L can be obtained: 

where c=(z -d}L  is called the turbulent stabilily parameter. Although other semi-empirica1 expressions 

fnr the stability functions exist throughout the literature (e.g. Panofsky et ral., 1950) here thc suggestion 

by Dyer and Hicks (1970), which was strongly supported by Paulson (1970) and has oftcn been used 

since, is applied in unstable cunditions. For stable uonditiods the method by Webb (1970) was chosen: 

@ , = Q I H = ( 1 + 5 . 2 5 )  farstable, 

62 = @, = (1 - 1%)-"2 for unstable 

conditions. These equations show that the stability correction is indeed a function of hcight and that 

therefore the treatment as a constant during the integration of the wind profile can only be regarded as a 

fust approximation. The following expressions [or the turbulent stability parameter and the rela~iouship 

between Ri and L can obtained: 

z-d - Ri 
<=d- far stable 

1 - 5.2Ri 
z - d  

5 = ~ - R i  
for unstable 

conditions 

Although most authors seem to use the functions in relationship to the height dependent Richardson 

number the constant Monin-Obukhov stability length appears to be the more practical quantity (Sutton, 

1990). 

I I In the stable case the integration over the height independent stability function is straightforward: 

This rcsult might be re-arranged as to show that the correction results in re-scaling uf thc hcight axis 

(note that the last term is constant for a given ~nicrometeorological situation): 

u. 
U ( L )  = ~ [ l n ( ~ - d ) + 5 . 2 ~ ] - - l n ( z , )  

K K for stable conditions 
cq 42 

- - 
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20 The quantitative effect of gas-tepartick conversion on ammonia fluxes 

i 
where e'. indicates the notional hcight, at which the log-lincar plot of the concentration meet4 the height 

axis, i.e. tho mean hcight, at which h e  tracer x is absorbed. Panofsky (1963) was the fvat ro ;uggcsr the 

introduction of integrated stability functions, Y', and YH , in the unstable situation because the integal 

cannot he solved analytically. These functions are defined by 

and thus the in~egrztion can partiully be carried out to obtain 

for unstable conditions i 

Dyer and Hicks (1970) calculated and tabulated distinct values of thc integrated stability funktion based 

on measurement data and showed that this approach was valid up to an stability 

expressions of the form 

covers most of the environmental situations. Jn addition, Paulson (1970) 

Practical consideraiions: 

Equipped with the basic theoretical concept of the aerodynamic gradient method, it seems, sensible to 

summarise a recipe how to proceed step by step: j 
1. The wind profile is to be measured undcr neutral conditions in order to obtain th zero plain - 

Jisplacernen&, d. This is done by piot~ing u versus ln(z-6) where 8 is to be varied until the plot 

approaches a straight line. (The curvature of the plot is positive if d is chosen too small, negative if 

the d used is too large.) This can be done either by best fit algorithms or by eyesight. 

prevents that instability influences bend ;he ploL at the same time. For simplicity 

assumed not to change with stability class although this is not completely correct. 

2. z, can bc obtained as the distance. of the intersection of the interpolated log-linear graph of the 

wind speed with the height axis from d. 

- -  - 
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3. A prnblcm ariscs as Ri is to be caIculated from the slopcs of ternperaturc and wind speed whercns 

the slopes need to be corrected according to the stability using Ri. This dilemma can be overcome 

using an itcrative algorithm. However, neglecting stability effects for the calculation of Ri as a 

second order correction, the slopcs of the graphs aTldln(z-d) and dulaIn(z-d) are expected to give a 

value at a rcrcrence height, z, (e.g. Im), that is accurate enough if the linear regression uses an 

equal number of measuring points below and above 2,. 

4. Now the approximate Ri(z,-d) can be calculated using equation 38 and thus the constant L 

according to equation 40. 

5 ,  For non-neutral conditions the values of the intcgrated stability functions Eire now obtainable and 

so are the values of  the stability functions themselves. 

6 .  The eddy paramctcr ua and x-. and thus the flux can now be calculated. 

2.5.2.2 The energy balance method 

The energy balance or bowen ratio method rn'akes use of the conservation of the incoming heat flux. 

The energy balance at the ground surface is given by (Monteith and Unsworth, 1990): 

Here the vertical net radiation R, is divided into thc 

H: vertical sensible heat flux, 

hE: vertical latent heat flux, 

D: net rate of energy which is removed horizontally by advection, 

G: heat flux into the ground, 

J: storage of energy in the ground and 

pA: biochemical storage of energy. 

All flux rates are r e g d e d  as positive if directed upwards and are of the dimension W m'2. 

In daytime conditions the vertical fluxes are the dominant terms in equation 47 so that the energy 

balance is given by: 

i n  terms of a gradient method the sensible and latcnt heat flux are given by the equations 15 and 16, 

respectively. Combination leads to 
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Thus, measuring the grad~ents of temperatur6 and water vapour contents, the eddy diffusi 1 ity can be 

found kom the net radiatzon and the soil heat flux and then used in equation 17 to calculate the flux. 

The bowen ratio method is to be favoured over the aerodynamic gradient method if the wind speed is 

too small to allow rcasonabie rncmurernents qf the wind profile or if Iarge stability correcti ns have to 

be applied. On the other hand it lends to poor results when the heat flux is small, e.g. durin night lime 

condit~ons. Therefore it does not allow diurnal measurements. 

B 
I t  is convenient to introduce the ratio of sensihlc to latent heat flux as the bowen ratlo P= E. Given 

the equality of KH and KE as discussed above i t  follows that: "i" I 

2.5.2.3 The mass balance method 

Mass balance methods (Denmead. 1983. 1995) can be applied to measure plumes downdind of high 

emission areas of an extension of the order of 10 rn. They derive the vertical ernissiod flux from 

measurements of the horizontal flux across a vertical plane. From the law of mass conservation the flux 

into the atmosphere is given by 

I 

where x represents the width of the emission region along the horizontal mean wind direction and z 

denotes the upper boundary of the emission cloud. ;c, and xb are the concentration cf the tracer 

downwind and the background cancen~ation upwind of the emission area, respective+. Here the 

fluctuation of the background concenrations (xb' )  vanishes by definition. Whereas it is easy to measure 

the mean wind speed and mean concentration with height the last, co-variance, term need not be 

measured but can be corrected for assuming it accounts for about 15 % of the 

(Denmead, 1995). Thus the mass balance method requires the measurement of mean 

mean concentration of the entrained property under consideration up to a height where the 

conc~ntrations arc not modified by the emission patch anymore, which is assumed to be absut z = 0.1 x 

but depends strongly on the thermal stability. This method does not require such n extensive i 
homogeneous surface and atmospheric condition as gradient methods, nor does the gas cbncentmtion 

need to be measured that accurately. However, in return it does not represent the exchange with a large 

area and its use is restricted to the measurements of emissions from spatially limited sourcep. 
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2.5.3 Chamber and throughfall measurements 

Tht restriction of the representation of a small rn ihc~ ihan a large area applies even suunger la gas 

chamber measurements which in addition arc understood to modify ihc ecosystcm and its 

mctcorological condilions. A small surface arcn is enclosed by a chamber through which air is drawn. 

Measuring the ammonia concentrations of the air entering and leaving the chamber the atmosphere 

surface exchange can be calculated. Chamber measurements can be used to cstimate the contribution of 

spatially small sources or to measure the exchange at the ground below the plant canopy. The 

magnitude of dry deposition can also be estimated by the difference of rncasured total and wet 

deposition. 

I 2.6 THE RESISTANCE ANALOGUE OF POL1,UTANT EXCHANGE 

In order to parameterise the atmosphere surface exchange and to exmine fluxes within the plant 

community it is convenient to introduce atmospheric resistances. In anaIogy to the electric resistance, 

which is defined as thc potential drop (V=y2-yI) divided by the current (I), the diffusive resismcc €or 

momentum (RM) can generally be defined as the concentration difference divided by the flux: 

The dimensions of RH are s m" thus it is the inverse of a characteristic velocity, calIed the deposition 

velocity (Vd), which is proportional to u, the factor of proportionality being the mornenmrn transfer 

coefficient (CM). CM denotes the overall effectiveness with which verticdly distributed elements of the 

communiiy extract momentum. In addition to this Thorn (1975) shows that RM can also be written as the 

integral over the reciprocal of the eddy diffusivity between the heights. 

- 
Rg is also given by the ratio of the mass flux of an incorning incident tlow ( P u ) and the drag force per 

unit area (F A - I )  or shear stress, which can be identified with the vertical momentum flux, T, if the area 

is taken as horizontal. T on the other hand can be substituted by the expression of equation 23. Thus the 

following dependencies are obtained: 
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I 

It foIIows that R ,  is srnatlcr with rougher surfaces (high zo) and large wind speeds, u. , 

I 
A similar approach can be used for heat and entrained properties. Sincc thcy are not deposit d nt z, but 

have to penetrate the viscous sub-layer, additional resistances describing this diff~isive proc i and lhc 
I 

exchange with the canopy i tself have to be added. The total effective diffusion resistance R, is usually 

divided into threc independent resistances in series, i.e. the aerodynamic resistance (R,), the laminar 

boundary layer resistance (Rb), and the canopy rcsis~nce (R,). The deposition velocity at a given height 

z is  given by the reciprocal of R,(z) and, i f  the concentration at the surface can be assumed 

by the flux divided by the concentration at height z. A minus sign has to be introduced 

I 
taken as pmitive for emission. I 

1 - 1 
vd{z>=-  - -- Fx 

R J r )  R,(z)+R,+R, xlz)  

From this equation in becomes obvious that the introduction of the concept of a deposition 

atmospheric resistances is only sensible i f  the flux remains constant with height. Thus this concept 
I 

cannot be used for the analysis of gas-to-particle conversion processes. I 
2.6.1 The aerodynamic resistance 

! 

Like the atmospheric resistance for rnomentum,RM, the aerodynamic resistance, R, describes the rate OF 

I 
transport by turbulent diffusion within the surface layer above the top of the Iaminar sub-layer, Q. In 

stable and neurral conditions the result horn equation 54 is not only valid for the transfer of 

bul also of entrained properties: 

momentum 

I 
;{z - d )  - p;{z - d ]  

R,(z) = 2 , for stable and n e u d  eq 56 
U. T 

For unstable c~nditions, however, the integrated stability functions (eq. 45) must be us 

analogy to the use in equation 44. 

R,(z) = 
K "{z} 

By substitution with u-, which already contains the stability correction for momentum, we obtain: 

I 
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The second q u a l i t y  is dcrived by Ga~~land ( I  977) and also includes the neutral and stable case in which 

the second term vanishes. 

2.6.2 Laminar boundary layer resistance 

As briefly menlioned in section 2.1, all roughness cIcments at the surface are surrounded by a very 

shallow quasi-laminx layer. Hcre the transport of entrained entitics and hcat is driven by moIecular or 

Brownian rather than turbulent diffusion. This mechanism is orders of magnitude slower and Rb can bc 

of great importance despite of the small transport distance i t  accounts for. Whcreas the bottom height of 

~ h c  ~urbulcnt: surface layer, I,, can be found according to section 2.5.2.1, the height o f  the bottom of the 

viscous sub-layer, z,', is unknown. Although an analogue form to cquation 58 can be found it is of no 

direct use: 

Unfortunate] y ,  only semi-empirical approaches exist for how to determine Rh SO that a great crror may 

be induced i F  R, is srnaI1, like in very unstable conditions or over very rough surfaces, e.g. kbrcsts, or if 

measurements are carried out near the mean plant height, h. 

Owen and Thornson (1963) suggested the introduction of a sub-layer Stanton number (B) in order to 

calculate Rb: 

Rh = (BU.)-' 

For vegetation Garland (1977) found that B" can be described by 

B-' = 1.45 ~ e :  24 SC'.' 

whcrc Rc. is the turbulent Reynolds numbcr given as Re. = frictionallinertiai force = .~,u*/v, v being the 

kinematic viscrlsity nF air, and Sc is the Schmidt number defined by Sc=v/D. This formula is olien used 

in literature, c.g. by Sutton et a!. (19931, Coe (1993). B is [herefore a function of u. and D, and thus 

different for different species. Hargreaves and Atkins (1987) revise literature values for DvH3 and use a 

value of 2.09*10" m2 i1 fbr NH3. Seinfeld (1986) gIves a Brownian diffusivity for sub-micron particles 

such as NHd'-aerosol of the order 
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3 * lo2" m2s-' < D,,,: < 7 * 10-"m2s-' 

However, as additional settling processes e€f~ct  the speed aerosol particles overcome the 1 

layer, equation 60 underestimates the deposition velocity of aerosol. A more detailed 

settling processes of particles is given in section 2.6.5. 

2.6.3 Canopy resistance ! 

Unlike the aerodynamic and the boundary layer resistances the canopy resistance does no depend on i 
the micrometeornlogical situation but is determined by the exchange of the (racer by the soil and 

vegetation with the atmosphere. No uniform description can be found in literature for what contributes 

to R,. The canopy resistance can be modelled by a whole network of serial and parallel 

resistances describing the uptake resistances of plant and sail. 

Differences in R, in day and night time conditions have led to the general assumption that uptake of 

gases like SO, or NO, is governed by the pofes of the leaves, the stomata, which are close during the + 
night or under heavy rain stress (Fowler and Unsworth, 1979; Coe, 1993) (R,). Another hnnsmission 

path is formed by deposition directly onto the leaf surfaces and uptake by the cuticulae m,). A wet leaf 

surface can enhance the uptake and store a certain quantity of gas. It might thereforc be @equate to 

incIude the surface wetness as done by Kramm and I 
Dlugi (1994) or to introduce a capacitance as t x 
demonstrated by Sutton et  a/. (1995) as most of the gas 

might be released again when the leaf dries. Moreover, i 
! 

an internal resistance, Rc, in series with R, has often 

been introduced in order to describe the: mesophyil 
b 

transfer within the sub-stornatal cavity. Besides the I 
foliage uprake, the soil also cuntribures to the 

deposition and a R,,,, might be inuoduced. Again, the 

wetness might have an influence, which might be able 

to be quantified. Obviously, the system can be made 

infinitely complicated, e.g. by the inkoduction of 

several foliage layers connected by ndditionai boundary 

layer rcsistanccs, and estimations need to be done as for 
, 

L 
how to keep the sysrem as simple and s~ill as precise as - - &SO 

possible. F ~ ~ U T C  3 gives an example for a simple 

resistancc model. Figure 3: Resistance m el after 
Sutton et al. (1995) t cluding 

When stornatal uptake has been ldcntlfied as the mean paallel deposition to leaf cutidesg x, and through stomata. R, with a 
contribution the canopy resistance, F+R,, can be stomatd compensation poiqt,  XI^^']. 

estimated by consideration of the R, for 'latent heat 1 
transfcr, which is defined as proportional to the difference in the water vapour pressure'between the 

considered heights dividcd by the latent heat flux. As the latter originares from the inlercqIIuIar spaces 
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the prcssure at the lower level is given as the saturation vaIue for the avcrage ambient temperature at 

hcight z,', T(z,'), i.e. as e,,,(T(z,')), whereas at the upper level the water vapour pressure is a function 

of height rathcr than temperature: 

Thus, once thc mean surrace temperature and the water vapour pressure at (he mean height of thc 

uptaking elements has becn found, thc stomata1 resistance can be estimated (Monteith and Unsworth, 

1990). Other expressions for the stomata1 resistance using meteotological and plant physiological data 

have been derived by Jarvis (1976) and WeseIy (1989). 

2.6.4 Surface concentrations 

As the parameterisation of all plant physiological and meteorological Whereas thc bottom up or 

inferential approach seems to be difficult & can easily be calcuiated if the total effective diffusion 

rcnistance R, (or V d )  is known. 

Instead of regarding R, as anorher resistance it can Ix considered as caused by a non-zero NH] 

conccntration at the bottom of the viscous sublayer, x(+'), which errectively diminishes the 

conccntraiion difference driving the flux. This concept can account for the fact that in the case o i  

emission thc surface conccn~ation can surely not expected to he 7m0. In !his model rhe surface 

conccntration could be obtained by 

If the concentration profile has been corrected with respect tu the stability conditions as clcscribed in 

section 2.5.2.1 thc log-linear plot can be cxtrapnlated to the hcight 7,', which might also he found by 

comparison ol' equations 59 and 60 as: 

However, based on thc semi-empirical derivation of Rh this relation must bc treated with care. 

In the casc of NR3 emission equation 63 wouId lead to a negativc canopy resistance, Although h i s  

concept is mathenlaticarly coherent it does not reflect natural processes. A combination of describing 

the difference between R, and the sum (R,+Rb) by both an addi~ionai canopy resistance (R3  and a 
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surface concentration at unolher notional heibht, z,", i.e. ~(z , " ) ,  might be the physinlog'cally J most 

appropriate expression. Concentrating on stornatal uptake, R, would consist only of iR, and x(G") 

would describe the NH3 air concentration given try the partial pressure of gaseous NH3 abov the water 

film in the mesophyllic cell walls (apoplast). 'rhe Henry equilibrium relates the partial p n  d ?UTE to the 

apoplastic NH4* concentration, which depends on the physiological shic of the plant community. 

Methods have been developed to measure the apoplastic NH,' concentration directly (e.g. Husced and 

SchjMnng, 1995) and pmvids an indepcndcnt lrneans for the validlion of the resistance desc/iptions. 

Assuming the uptake is solely controlled by the stomata, ~ ( b " )  could then be interpreted as a stornatal 

compensation point (xS), the air concentration at which no net exchange through the stomata takcs pIace 

(e.g. Sutton et  al., 1995). 

x , y ,  = x{3:}= xI~I--F~(R,IzI+ % + R,~,)  

I 
eq 66 

However. even if other pathways exist alon~side the stornatal exchange Suttan et dl. (1995) 'suggest the 

introduction of a canopy compensation polnr {;I~%(%')) at rhe heighr &' as the WH3 air c o ~ n ~ a t i o n  at 
I 

which no NH, net exchange with the canopy takos place. Unlike x,, X, is not determibad by the 

physiological state of the plants alone, but also by meteorological factors as wetness, by the soil 

exchange and the MI3 concentration within the canopy itself, 

2.6.5 Estimating the deposition velocity of particles 

Because of their different nature (sire. dendity, inhomogeneiry) aerosols undergo quite df€erent dry 

deposition processes than gases. Here the main mechanisms governing the deposition velocity of 

particles, and in particular the transport through the quasi laminar sub-layer, are discussed. The first two 

mechanisms are canlrolled by tho ch~rvcteriatica of the aerosol ikeit whereas the othcr three largely 

depend on the properties of  the collecting surface. 

1 .  Brownian diffusion: 
I 

Brownian diffusion is the domination process by which gases overcome the viscous subllayer. Their 

transport is due Lo rnalecuIar bombardment. Very small aerosol particles behave very much Iike 

molecules whereas increasing inertia with increasing partick size limits this mechanis . A formula 

for the diffusivity of particles, D, can be found in Seinfeld (1986): 1 

k being the Boltzmsln constant, T the tempcrature, p thc viscosity of air and C, the Cunaingham slip 

f low corrccbon. C, is close to unity f o r  particles with diameters srnniler than the lncbn free path 

length of air (D, > 0.065 q), but changes with D;' for smaller particles; hence effectively D=D,'" 

in the free molecule regime (see Figure 4) . 
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2. Gravitational settling: 

I The drag force on pxticles, on the other hand, increases with mass and helps penetrating the viscous 

qub-layer. Large particles reach a considerable settling speed, at which the rriction force equals the 

I gravitalional force given by Stoke's law as: 

I vx = 
P ,gq2c, 

cq 68 
1 8 ~  

I where p, is the particle density and g the acceleration due to gravity. Hencc V, strongly increases 

with the diameter, i .c.  the mass of the particle. 

I The Cunningham cnrrection factor and brownian dlffussivity as a function of panicle diameter 

I 
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figure 4: The Cunningham slip flow correction and the Brownian diffusivity ~s a 

I function of particle diameter D, (Sehfeld, 1986) 

3. Impaction: 

I Impaction describes thc disability of heavier particles to follow streamlines due to their inertia. As 

large particles are not able to f ~ l l o w  thc motion of small eddies and rapid curvature of streamlines 

I 
$round obstacdes near the surface, this cffect enhanccs their deposition. It describes the influence of 

purticle niass on h e  deprlsition process. 

I 4. Interception: 

It occurs when the particle following thc streamline xound an obstacle is suftiicjcntly I:~rge to come 

I 
in contact with the obstacle and therefore deposits. It describes the influence of particle size on the 

Jcpclsi tion process. 

I 
I 
I 
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5. Rebounce: I 
Depending on the stickiness of the collecting surface a certain amount of pmicles will bounce off. 

This cffect acts alongside the collection mechanisms 2.-4. and reduces the overall1 collection 
I 

efficiency . 

A number of different attempts of parameterizing and combining these collection procc ses can be i 
found in literature. In his widely used model, Slinn (1982) derives separate collection efficiencies for 

Brownian diffusion, interception and impaction (Es, EIN and El,) and combines them to an overall 

efficiency ( E ) using a bounce-off factor (R): ! 

The total deposition velocity is then givcn b y .  I 

I 
where UWI and & are the mean wind speeds a[ a reference and the canopy height, respectively, y being a 

shape parameter for the concentration profile within the canopy. I 
Deposition velocity over grass land calculated wlth Stinn model 

I 

Flgure 5: partide deposition veloeiti for grass laad after SUnn (1982). 1 
Figure 5 shows the particle dcposition over grassland according to the efficiency parameterisatinn of 

Slinn (1982). A variety of similar parameierisations exist partially taking the plant m b rphology in 

rnultiIayer canopy models (Peters and Eiden, 1992) into account. A literature review of 

parurncterisations bused on theoretical models and measurement data can for example be found in 
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Gallagher et aL (1995). The important intermediate size region, in which most ammonium containing 

pnrtides can be expected, is neither strongly effected by Brownian diffusion nor sedimenhtion and 

associated wilh the largest uncertainties. Although the plots show the deposit ion velocity to he small for 

particles with 0.1 pm < D, 5 1 pm held measurements have consistently shown higher depositio11 rates 

(e.g. Slinn. 1983; Hummelsh@j, 1992). This indicates that the mechanisms of surfacelatmosphere 

exchange of particles are not yet fully understood. 
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I 
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3. THE CHEMISTRY OF AMMONIA AND AMMONIUM AEROSOL 

Ammonia reciprocates with the atmospheric acids, nitric acid (HNO3) and hydrochloric acid (HCI), 

[urrning N H ~ '  salts. It can also be partially or fuily neutralised by sulphuric acid (H,SOd) in a virtually 

irreversible two stage process: 

NH, + HNO; ++ NH, No3  

N H ,  + H2S0, t NH, HSO, 

NH, + NH, HSO, + (NX, ), so, 

Since HzSOS is known to be highly reactive, it neutralises any present NH, instantly and thus does not 

[ravel far from its source if any atmospheric NH3 is present. It has been suggested ro include HzS04 in 

reaction models of NH, by allowing all H2S04 to react first and calculating the reaction rates with 

HNO3 and HCI according to the remaining hM3 concentration (Seinfeld, 1986). 

3.1 THE NITR4TE TRIAD 

In contrast to H2S04, HN03 forms u gcnuine equilibrium with m3 and NWo3. AS it is the 

pwdominmt of the three atmospheric acids under considerah& most work huq been done to describe 

the equilibrium product of this process. The reaction rate coefficicnt~ k, and kl are introduced for both 

processes, sociation and dissociation: 

NH3 + HNO, k L  4 NH,  NO, R4 

NH, N& NH, + HNO, R 5 

These reaction rare coefficients arc not well determined. However, there are expressions for the 

chemica1 hmc scale, i.e, the time fur gas and particle phase to ohlain equilibrium. Seidl cl ul. (1995) 

derive the expfession 

eq. 71 
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where D i s  the gas phase diffusion coefficient, r, the particle radius, m(r,) the mass co b centration 

function, h the mean frce path of gas molecules in air (0.065 pn) and a the accommodation coeficeint 

(0.1). Hence measurements u€ the size diskibution of the NH4N03 aerosol are necessary to stirnate the 

chemical time scalc. Unfortunately, T cannoi be directly related to the reaction rate coe icients, kin 4 
Nevertheless. a relationship between the two reaction rate coefficients can be yield if we introduce the 

equilibrium dissociation constant ( k),,,,; ) for NH4N03 aerosol. 
I 

3.1.1 The dissociation constant of N&NO3 aerosol 

According to thermodynamic theory, the equilibrium constant is given by thc product o the partial 

change for the reaction: 

1 pressure of (he gases above the aerosol. It can also be written in terms of thc standard Gibbs free energy 

In conditions, for which the Gibbs free endrgy is tabulated, the dissociation product c easily he + 
ca1culated. For modelling purposes, however, it is desirable to obtain an expression as a function of 

temperature and relative humidity in order to account for gradients. This can be achieved by intempting 

the van't Hoff equation, also called reaction isochorc, i 

yielding an expression for the dissociation product under the assumption that the temperature 

dependence of the specific heat capacity is negligible as: I 

where A~T', Ac, and N O  are ihe changes in eniropy. spccific heat capacity and enthal 

rcaction, respectively; R is the univcrsal gas constant. 

This equation can readily be used to calculate the equilibrium constant for relative humidilies below the 

relative humidity of deliquescence (RHD), i.e. for solid NH4N03 aerosol. Unfortunately,l considering 

the nature of the logarithm rhc dissociation constant is very sensitive to the acculacy of ihe 

thermodynamical data used. Hence equations found in literature differ considerably from each other. 

S tclson and Seinfeld ( 1982) found 
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whereas Mozurkcwich (1993) claims his solution 

bused on revicwed thermodynamical data to be accuratc within 12 %. Herc kl, i s  given in units of ppb2. 

Aerosol formation is known to be Livoured under cold and humid cond~lions; hence, fbr relative 

humidities above the deliquescence point the concentration of thc solution uf thc aqueous aerosol and 

ttius the humidity need to be considered. For a saturated solution the aqueous phasc is in equilibrium 

with the solid, therefore the solution for aqueous aerosol must he expected to approach the solution for 

solid aerosol at the RHD. For more diluted t;olutions, however, lhe activity coefficients must be takcn 

in to account: 

where a is the activity coefficient, Kp,id the ideal solution obtained by using equation 74 with the valuc 

of the specific heat capacity of a saturated ammonium nitrate solution, K ,  the solubility product 

constant, y , the mean activity cmacient and m the molality of the NH4N03 soiution. Using 

lemperature dependent expressions for Y, and m Mozurkewich (1 993) approximates his [indings by a 

curve described by 

Where a,", the activity cuefficient of water, itself dcpends on temperature. Stelson and Seinfeid (1983) 

use an iterative algorithm to calculete the inter-dependent values of Y., - and rn using the 

thermodynamic daiii of Han~er and Wu (1972) and Rnux e t  ul. (1478). Figure G shows the rcsult. 

3.1.2 The reaction rates 

Once the equilibrium constant has bccn found, the relationship 
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Disoeiation constant NH4N03 Dissociation constant NH4CI 

Figure 6:  The dissociation constant of ammonium nitrate and ammonium chloride as a 
function of temperature and relative humidity according to Stelson and Sein Id (1983) 
and Pio and Harrison (1987). I= 
can be used to calculate the equilibrium conccntrations. The equilibrium concentration refer to an 

equilibrium state which is reached if the two reaction rates 

! 

equal each other. Substitution of k, from equation 79 into equation 80 and using RI=R' leads to a 

relationship between kl and k2: P 

It will be shown that the totaI nitrate concenbation 

TN = [HNO, ] + [NH, NO, ] - C, , 

and the total ammonia concentration 

TA = [ N H , ] +  [NH, NO,] = c,, eq 84 
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and therefore the difference 

are time invariant, no matlcr whether eqirilibrium is obtained or not. and that the constant flux 

assumption consequently holds For these so called group concenlrations. Equations 79 to 84 applied to 

ecluilihrium crlnditions lead to a system of three equations which can be solved for iNf!,NO, f 
eY 

giving: 

Here the +-sign cannot represent a valid solution us (TN+TA)/2 is the upper possible limit of thc 

ammonium nitrate equilibrium concentration. The other equilibrium concentratinns can easily be 

obtained as: 

3.13 Comparison of the dissociation constant with measurements 

The theoredcally obtained equilibrium product of NH3 and HNQ3 was tested against measured data in 

sevcral studies. Harrison and Pio (1983) found good agrccrncnt of thcir measurements, performed in 

north-west England under mainly high humidity conditions, with the theory presented by Stelson and 

Seinfeld {1983) (see Figure 6 ) .  Erisrnan el al. (1988) report goad qreement, for not too high relative 

humidities (RH < 80 %) and temperatures above 0 O C ,  but measured higher concentration products of 

the gas phase than predicted by theory for high humidities. Allcn tlt al. (1989) limit the range, in which 

good agreement can be found, to RH < 80 '3'0 and T > 5 "C (an example of measurements at Essex, UK, 

is given in Figure 7). 

The following explanations for the difference in  the concentration products can be assumed of: 

I .  The inhomogeneity of the aerosol, which does not exist of only amrnoniltrn chloride or nitrate, leads 

10 a depression of the gay phmc products. 

2. Meteoroiogical situations with insufficient mixing (during the measurements often coinciding with 

temperatures below 5 "C) could lead to higher uoncentrarion products than expected. 

3 .  Low temperatures might also be correlated to low concentrations leading to bigger 

uncertainties in the measurements. 

- 
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4 .  Local  sources of NH3 and acids, Bhich might 

be higher at day-time (e.g. due to higher 

temperatures, stornatal activity), can lead to 

kinetic constraints upon the attainment OF the 

equilibrium. In fact modelling the chemistq 

of ammonia shows that equilibrium can only 

be obtained at one single height for each 

triad. Zhang e* aE. (1935) 1 find best 

agreement with theoreticnl vaiuks for  low 

relative humidity at about 15 

studies at Leende, NL. They stat 

dataset the divergence from the theoretical 

value (oRcn expressed as th ratio of 

measured, k,, to expected va 1 ue, b) is 

cycle of k&. As this ratio s$ems to be 

correlated to changes in the NH3 
Figure 7: Concentration products of 
I ~ O , I I ~ I  as a h c t i a n  of temperature concentration, local emission and deposition 
and relative humidity measured at  Essex of NH, must be assumed as main cause 
by Men et aI. (1989). 

for dis-equilibria. 

The third major inorganic atmospheric acid reacting with ammonia is hydrochIoric acid (HC1). Again, 

under steady state conditions an equilibrium would be found. Less work has been done to establish 

reaction rate coefficients k3 and b or to calculate the equilibrium constant. 
I 
I 

3.2.1 The dissociation constant of ?JH4Cl 

Pio and Hmisan (1987a) derive the equilibrium constant for solid N&Q using temperature dependent 

relationships for the specific heat capacities as 
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which cornpxes well with the semi empirical equation by Wagner and Neumann (1961) 

Using the integrated van't Hoffequalion and neglecting thc lcmperature dependence of the specific heat 

capacities the thermodynamic data by Waglnann et ul. (1968) and Roux et nl. (1978), which was also 

used by Stelson and Seinfeld ( 1  983 j to derive equation 75, the following cxprcssion can be obtained: 

Here the temperature and humidity dependence of the vapour prcssurc of NH4Cl aerosol derived by Pio 

and Harrison (1987b) in analogue form to the Formula of the equilibrium constant af N&N03 by 

(Stelson and Seinfeld) and was re-decoded (see Figure 6). 
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I 
1 I 

I 
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4. M O D E L L ~ G  GAS-TO-PARTICLE CONVZRSIOS 

4.1 ~NTRODUCTTON AND E Q U K I B R a  CONSIDERATIONS 

The constant flux :~ssumption discussed in chaptcr 2.4 requires no atmusphcric sinks or suurces lo be 

prcsent. As soon as chemical transformatiuns become significant this requirement is violated. Ammonia 

reacts with HN03 and HCI forming NH,' salt ;rerosols. The chemical source and sink terms can he 

written as the difference of the reaction rates of sociation and dissociarion: 

for  he n i ~ a t c  triad and 

for the chloride triad. Here indices have been introduced in order to simplily ~ h c  equations. The  index i 

i s  defined as follows: i = 1 : HNO3, 2: NH3, 3: NH4N03, 4: HC1, 5 :  NH,CI. C, and 6 can be identified 

with the concentration and the flux of species i. The reaction rate coel'liicicnts are used as introduced in 

t h ~  ~.eilction schemes above. From these terms it can he seen that sources and sinks would vanish were 

there equilibrium at all heights and vicc versa. However, several facts CDUtIteraCt the formation o l  

equilibria: 

1. The chemical species differ in Rb, R, and thercforc Vd: 

The deposition velocities of the dry deposition for (he different compounds are quite different. Thr; 

acrclsol cxperienccs a large Rb due to the small molecular diffusivity. The NR3 flux is largely 

determined by the cai~opy concentration, expressed in terms of R, and I or c2(z,), and can be both 

up- and downwards. tn addition to this it has been assumed that any canopy acts as a perfect sink 

(&O) for gaseous acid (c.g. Hwbert et aL, 1988). As a simplified modcl, one can imagine parcels 

of the different gases not travelling alongside each olhcr, hut at diffcrcnt speeds or even in opposite 

directions and consequently having only a limited time to achieve equilibrium. Even if the chemistry 

of  NH3 is  accounted for, models would predict height invariant fluxes if equilibrium was achieved a1 

n reference height and i f  the deposition velocities wcrc assumed to bc the same for all species. 

2.  Tje equilibrium needs time to develop: 

'I'he equilibrium is not rcachcd instantnneously but needs time to develop. The characteristic 

chernical time constant (t ,) is given by equation 71 but other eslimatcs exist in liter:~turc: 

according to Brost el ul.  (1988), Schwartz (1986) thcorctically derivcd n time scale of less than I s 

whercas data frrlm Larson and Taylor (1983) indicate a time scale of about 100 s. In addition to the 
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size specmm, which has been considered in equation 71, the composition of 

containing aerosol might have a great elTect. Kramm and Dlugi (1994) point out 

conversion is only lo bc considered if the chemical time scale is of thc same order of 

the time scale of the venicaI diffusive transfer ( T , ): for 5 , <<T , the equilibrium iippmaches the 

instantancous, reaction whereas for 7, >> 2 ,  thc system can be regarded as chemically inert. 

Hence, in the first case the two terms in equation 92 cancel each other, in the latter the reaction rate 

coefficients are small and so arc the sourcelsink terms. For neutral conditions Brost and 

(1978) expressed T , by 

The comparison of chemical and difislve time scale for a given N&N03 concen 

meteorological situation can thererore provide a first means for the estimation of the irn 

GPC. 

3 .  Disequilibrium caused by advection: 

Advection from adjacent sources (of any nf the three chemical species) can lead to sig 'ificnnt dis- 

equilibrium at the top of the layer which iS normally expected to be in equilibrium with he surface, 

layer' is not appropriate. 

I ie. the constant flux layer. This dis-equiIibrium can then propagate through this Iayer to the surface 

if surface exchange and chemical reactions take place. In this case the expression 'constan1 flux 

4. Gradients of temperature and relative humidity: I 
As the theoretical equili briurn product is a strong hnction of temperature and relative h rnidi~y, the d 
dissociation constant bccornes height dependent in the presence of gradients of tcmpkrature and 

relative humidity. This dependence becomes more significant above the RHD and causes the 

equilibrium concentration product to change with height. Hence, even in the absence of  surface1 

atmosphere exchange concentration gradients and therefore f lux  gradients would form. e different 

values of V, of the different species and the time constraints prevent the equilibtium to e obtained 

at all heights. In this case flux divergence can also be found if the deposition velocities o ,  all species 

are considered the same and there i s  equilibrium at a reference height. 

f 
The conditions at the surface are conuoversely discussed in literature. One could argue that with 

vanishing z T >> T ,  E 0 and lhus thc second condition for cqidlibrium are fulfille However, 

equation 94 is only valid above the height of thc quasi-Iaminar sub-laycr (z,) and the (ran fer through 

this sub-layer is considerably slow, while concentration gradients are in general large. slmm and 

divergence, d F  / , vanishes at the surface. The total derivative wrt. time is given by 

E 
Dlugi (1994) state that there must be equilibrium at the surfam, as it follows from the fact that the flux 
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where u is the vector of the mean wind speed. Assuming horizontal hornogcneity and writing the local 

change of the concentration as 

it becomes indeed obvious that under steady state conditions (dcl /at = 0 j the source/sink terms (Q?) 
have to vanish as the f lux  divergence approaches zcro. The authors argue that the flux divergence must 

be zero i f  thc descriprion of Rb according to thc equations 59 and 60 shall be applied. Although this a 

mathematically coherent requirement, it might not actually rcpresent the physical processes. As the 

transport velocities of the different species within the viscous sub-layer are diffcrcnt and the 

concentration grdients p~tentially very large, it must he assumed ihnt the chemical kansfornlation 

processes are indeed substantial. Whereas a hight depcndent relationship can be given for R, (equation 

57)- it  i s  for most purposes sufficient to calculate a bulk value for Rb. In order to validly extcnt the 

models to the range of the viscous sub-layer a hight dependent expression for R+ must be found that 

forms a mathematically conrinous extension of R,. 

The models of Brost et a/, (1988) and Gao et al. (1991) are also based on the assumplion  hat the flux 

divergence has to vanish at the surface but their concentrations are not i n  equilibrium. This is certainly a 

contradiction to equation 96. Firzjmald and Lenschow (1983) overcome the problem by using the 

concentrations at two heights above z, as boundary conditions so that no assumptions about the surface 

condiiions have to be rnadc. In section 4.2.1.3 this concept is extended by a method to extrapolate the 

profiles to Lhe surcdce so that the surface conditions cnn he examined. 

Lenshow and Delany (1987) consider the rcactive system of NO,, NO and 0,, which can be Ircated 

similarly to thc nitrate triad, although here the reaction rates are determined by photolysis of NO,. 

Assuming the co~~centration of 0, to be virtually constant (which i s  justifiable as its absolute 

concentration largely exceeds the concentrations of NO, and NO), they derive an analyticai cxprtssion 

for the concentrations as a function of height. Thcir solution shows the flux divergence to be highest 

closest to the ground. This result was also obtained from global chemistry models used by Duyzer et a[. 

(19951. 

According to the different factors that contribute to the formation of dis-equilibrium Ihe source of the 

dis-equilibrium can be eithcr nt the surface or at higher levels in the atmosphere, if the fetch is big 

enough and if no advcction occurs, chemical equilibrium of the nitrate triad can be expected well above 

the surl';lcc (z, >> z,). Nevertheless, the different deposition rarcs arc controlled by transport and 

exchangc rncchanisms at the surface, which can either be depletion w emission. Hence tht dis- 

equiIibrium is induced at ~ h c  surface, which becomes obvious if we consider NHx emission caused by a 

surface concentration. This dis-cquilihrium propagates upwards but becomes less significiint with 

height. I n  thc case of NB3 cmission there might be particle production which dccrcases with height. In 

the case of NH3 deposition one ~rlight find strongcr aerosol evaporation close to rhe surfacc. Kramm and 

Dlugi (1994) extend their model for NH7 emission by introducing of a NH3 surface conccntratinn 

without revising the surfacc crlu~librium requirement. 
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I 

As discribed before advection of single species can lead to high deviation from the equilibrium just 

1 
above the layer which would, neglecting chemistry, be expected to be in equilibrium with the surface. 

This equilibrium 'diffuses' downwards and becomes decreasingly significant. This situatiop has been 

modelled by Fitzjarrald and Lenschow (1943), and Krarnm and Dlugi (1994). If thes reference 

I 
concenrrarions were chosen to be in equilibrium then the second equilibrium condition at 1 he surface 

would lead to constant fluxes as explained under (1) above. Hence the model of Kramm and Dlugi 

I 
( 1994) cannot bc applied to situations where the equilibrium is drivcn from the surface; the equilibrium 

condition is associated with difficulties. 
I 

In  an advection situation the influence from h o v e  is dominant. However, at the same ti a different 4 
deposition processes at the surface take place as well. This might lead to the fact that equilibrium is not 

achieved at any height {if surface exchange and advection act in the same way) or that equilibrium is 

I 
fulfilled at a height between the top concentration and z, (if surface exchange and advection act in 

oppositc ways). Presumably, the equilibrium height decreases with increasing dis-equilibriu at the top 

I 
height. If temperature and humidify gradientsinthence the ~ q u i i i b r i ~ m  at the same rime, th net effect 

is difficult to estimate. 
1 I 

4.2 THE DIFFERENT CONCEPTS FOR MODELLING EQUILIBRIUM CHEMISTRY1 
I 

As mentioned earlier on, GPC can often be identified by looking at the divergence of th measured I 
deposition velocities from the expected values. Since the atmospherelsurface exchange of NH3 is bi- 

1 
directional and governed by a generally unknown value of K, Vd of NH3 is difficult to estimate. The 

deposition velocity of particles is size dependent and the different deposition processes wt yet well 

understood. Hence the comparison of the m&asured fluxes of HCl and HN03, which arc ssumed to 

I 
! 

deposit with V,,,, (e-g. Hueberr er al. 1988) must be expected to give the best indication for b PC. If the 

~adients  of HN03 and NH3 are obtained in the same way as the one for NH3, i.e. if the concentrations 
I 

are measured at the same heights, the error due to GPC on the flux measurements of both species should 

be expected to be similar (assuming the effect of HCI is negligible). Since the error in the IHN03 flux 

can he estimated using the expected value fod Vd=V,, a first order correction of the NH, ux is given 

I 
by: 1 I 

F ~ p 4 , w u l ( z : )  = FVH3.merrr(1m) + WvH3 eq 97 

with ! 

I 
I 

Ah,, = [HNO,]mas(lm) x (V,.HNO~ (lm) - V (lm)) eq 98 

I 

Similar txpressions can bc derived for th$ correction for the reaction with HCI, if ppropriate. 

I 
I 

However, ~l potentially mnre accurate correction can be obtained by rnodetling thc protiles of the 

concentrations and fluxes of the different chemical species incIuding the values at the surface. Generally 

I 
the following assumptions are made: I 
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I .  Ch~mical  conversion processes are the on1 y sources and sinks within the atmosphere. 

7, .  The concentrations are horizontally homogenous, i.e. 

Tn [his case equation 96 has tn be solved: 

This is n set of partial differential equations conrnining too many variables ro be solved without any 

further information. Two different approaches, first- and second-order-closure, can be foond in 

literature. Models also differ in the expression of the source and sink terms uscd. Alongside the reaction 

rate expressions of equations 92 and 93 a relaxation approach is used considering the chemical 

conversion as a reaction towards equilibrium with the chcmical time scale (s,). The formula for first- 

ordcr-rclnxation for the species i is given by: 

whereas for second-order-relaxation Q1 would be written as 

Brost et a1.(1988) claim that second-order-relaxation is to be preferred if the neutralising gases react in 

the gas phase producing new aarosol nuclei, whereas first-order-relaxation describes the chemistry in 

liquid aerosol where both gases undergo independent first-order-relaation to equilibrium values 

dctcrmincd by their Henry's law coefficients. In the Iarter case the pH presents the only  coupling 

between the ~ w o  equilibria. 

One way to close the set of differential equatrons is to assume that K-theory stays valid for chemical 

rcaciiun so that at each height 
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where the flux has become a function of height unlike in equation 17 and where the eddy diffpsivity has 
I 

been changed by the presence of chemical reactions. Brost et al. (1988) derive the relationshi I 
- T c  

Kh,a - 4 eq 104 
=' + T /  i 

which allows the effective diffusivity to approach the normal turbl~lcnce dit'fusivity for '7: > 7 , . 
Fit~jnrrnld and Lenschow (1983) develop a formula including a chemical r~act ivi ty  length sc le hi as i 
for new neutral conditions and find only negligible deviation from using the uncorr cted eddy 

diffusivi~y. Thus the normal turbulent eddy !diffusivity ( t q  23) seems to be a sufficient y accurate 

of differential equations can k limited to an integration in height leading ro fast algorithms. 

t 
approximation making the application of this model in all stability conditions easy. Solvinglthe system 

4.2.1.1 Coding of a first-order-closure model 

Equations 96 and 103 together with the formulation for the chemical sources and sinks &ording to 

equations 92 and 93 form a system of six coupled non-linear first order differential equations which can 

be transformed into a system of three coupled non-linear second ordcr differential equations in height. 

This system can then be solved according to the boundary conditions given. Kramm and DFugi (1994) 

use concentrations at a reference height of 20 m as the only input. The concentrations at t 

the laminar sub-layer are derived using the ibferentinl approach described in the next 

model for NO,, NO and 03, Fitzjarrald and Lenschow (1983) also apply first-order-cl~sure io c~lcnJate 

profiles but they use two reference heights above &, &us avoiding the discussion about the surface 

conditions. Both models were decoded within this work. As an example, the equations for NH:, ( c, ) 

shall be looked at in detdl. From equations 92 and 96 it follows that: i 
where L', can be eliminaled by using the more meaningful group concentrations, C,. , to yiqld a second 

ordcr polynomial cxprcssion I 
-- - - -a,~:  -p+, -T? 

az eq 107 

U 2  = k , ;  p = k ,  - k l c g F ;  T I  = - k Z c g 1  

I I 
I I 
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as c.g. done by Kramm and Dlugi ( 1  994). From cquation 103 the second dcriva~ive of the concentration 

wrt. 10 height is given by: 

Tbt rquarions for the other concentrations can be derived anaIogously . These differential equations are 

vbviously coupled lhrough the factors tXr , B ,  and T i  . These coefficients and K,, have to bc 

calculnted for each heighl and after each iteration step of the solving dgori~hrn. Before rntegrating a 

logarithmic height co-ordinate h(z) was introduced dcviding the height z,,,, into s~cpcount-l equidistant 

intcrvilfs: 

The Iwo point boundaty prublem was solved using a generalised shooting algori th~n outlined by Keller 

(1968) allowing fluxes or concentrations as input, Also, a finite difference algorithm (Burden and 

Faires, 1393) was implemented, which, in some cases, shows better convergence behauiour. 

4.2.2.2 An analytical expression for the lower boundary conditions for the case 
of surface equilibrium 

Kramm and Dlugi (1994) assume that the f lux divergence vanishes at thc surfaces and that there is 

equilibrium. Tney use an iteratiye algorithm to calcula~e the lower b u n d a y  conditions ( b t h  fluxes znd 

concentrations) from the concefltraticlns at  the upper rcfcrcncc height and the  afr~~ospheric resistances. A 
-I 

first approximation for the fluxes neglecting chemistry is derived as Fi = - c , (L~)  R, , then the group 

f lues are calculated and a first approximations for the group concentrations ai z, as c g i ( ~ >  = c,i(z,f) + 
R,(zKi) F,, using the height invariance of the group fluxes, is derived. Assuming equilibrium at z, the 

concenkalions of the single spacies can be obtained liom cquatiuns 86 to 38. A ncw approximation for 

tlze single fluxcs can bc dcrivcd frum the surLicc rcsistnnccs as Fi(z,) = -c ;(xu) (R~?;+R,~)-[ .  After 

calculating the second approximation for the group tluxes, a second approximation for the group 

species can be found etc.. 

Obviously, the iteratively obtaincd solution obcys the following equations: 
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c J #(z,) =CKi(zref)+' tIzM:!Fd I I 
ci ( 2 0 )  eq. 110 = - 

R h  i + R c i  
I 

& a n ~ m  and Dlugi (1994) fail to recognise that this nlgorithm can be solved analytically. Substituting 

the group flux in the first equation by the sum of thc single fluxes according to the second e uation for 
B 

both TA and TN the following system of equalions is obtained: q I 
TA(z~)=c~(z~)+c~(z~)=c~(z~,)+c~(z,)+R, - r czIz0) - 

R b , 2 + R c , Z  Rb ,2 , f  Rt-.2 

TN(z0)  = cl ( T O )  +c,(z,) = cl (zw -~-c?(z ,  ) + R t  

( I 1- c,ko) ~ ~ z J  ) 
R,>,l + R C . 1  R 2 + 4 . 2  

I 
kp . l vH,N03  - ~1 (zo)c,(z,> 

eq 111 I 
which is readily solveable for the surface concentrations: 

i 

I 
I 

C, (TO 
-. c ~ ~ z r c f ~ - c 2 ( z r c ~ ) ; / )  2a 1 t- k, ,N,f4N03 : I 

k p .lVH,No, 
c.l(zo> = 

c, (20 1 
c, (z,, 1 + c,(zrrI - C1 (zola, 

I 
c ~ ( z O )  = 

a3 

ai =1+  R, 
I 

4 . i  + Rcj I 
The fluxes can be calculated from the concentrations using equation 11 1. This anaiytical ci$culation of 

thc boundary conditions overcomes problqms with the numerical algorithm, which hows poor 

convergence properties. However, as discussed before the equilibrium condition does not i ,seem to be 

I 
physically appropriate. I 
4.2.1.3 Extrapolation down to the surface 

As the validity of the equilibrium condition a! the surface has to be questioned, thc concen ations at z, 

I 
canno[ be calculated; theicfororc one of the bdundwy conditions must be given up. In order 1 to hare the 

model assessment mainly on field data, it seems advisable to use the measured concentrations at two 
I 

differen[ heights above 7, as an input and to extrapolate [he profile down lo z, - an approach which does 

not seem to have been done elsewhere. A common 4" order Runge Kutta algorithm for solving initial 

value problems of 2nd order differential equations (e.g. Burden and Faircs, 1993; Press et ali, 1992) was 

I 
used LO extrapolate the fluxes and concentratibns from the values found at the lower referen l 
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the calculation described above. For the discussion of the results it must be kept in mind thal small 

deviations in the boundary conditions lead to great deviations at the surface and that b o u n d q  value 

algorithms ~equire a significantly smaller vcnical step size than two point boundary problem. A 

sensitivity analysis would be necessary to eslirnate the accuracy of this extrapolation. Howevcr, first 

rcsults show that the algorithnis allow the profiles to bc smoothly and continuously cxtended bcyond thc 

lower input height. 

4,2.X.4 Extension of the first-order-closure model by adding the chloride triad 

Whereas different models for the nitrale triad can be found in Iiterature lhc chloride lriad has nor yct 

boan dcalt with let alone a systcrn of both. The ildoption for chloride is easily done replacing kfj,Ni!4 
2vq 

kP,,VQ,, 
the combination of both, however, makes it necessary to re-formulate the source/sink 

terms. Equation 92 becomes: 

-k, [HNO, ][NH,] + k, [NH,NO,]  = -k,c1c2 + k,c3 fur i = 1 

Q1+ Q4 2 

J I-e, 
Thc group concentrations hcrc are total nitrate, total amrnor~ium and total chloride: 

TN = c,!, = [HNO,]+ [NH,NO, ] 
TA = c,, = [ N H , ] ~  [NH,NO,]+  [ N H , C ~ ]  

These three equalions are not sufficient to deternine the five equilibrium concentrations. As NH? is 

involved in bolh reaction cycles it can be eliminated in the expression of Ihc two equilibrium constants 

to yicld a n  relationship bctwecn the equilibrium concentrations of the acids: 
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k - 

W i  [ H C I ] ~ ~  [HW let, = - 
k/,>c/-  1 eq 116 

I 
which can be used alongside equation 114 to calculate the equilibrium concentrations as 

k 

I 
p.NHdN03 11 IiVfi4H.No = '1". 2~ TN - (($ + T N ~  - 4[: TN - I 

[ N H , ] ~ ~  =a - P[NH,No, ]~  

[HNO, ] = TN - [NH, NO, ] 
r4 c4 

B 
[NH, C Z ] ~  = TA - [ N H ~  ] - [ N H ~  NO, ] 

L'Y 'Y 

[HCI Iq = TC - [NH, Ole(, 
I 

k 
a = TA-TC+ p,NHdCl  TN 

k 

I 
p.NH,NO, 

k 
p.~vH,cl p = r +  

k 

I 
p.NH4N03 i 

! 

As a fourlh reiationship can only be found for he equilibrium situation, the sourcelsink terms cannot be 

I 
expressed by the group concentrations as it was done for the nitrate triad in equation 107 . Using 

directly the Lems of equation 1 13 a system of five differentid equation can be derived and sblved using 
I 

the technique explained before. I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I I 
I I 
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4.2.2 Second order closure 

A second way to develop a closure expression for the flux equation is to look at the secon order flux 

budget equation. Analogously to scalar entities such as temperature, Fitzjarraid and Lensc ow (1983) I derive a 2"* order equation for the tluxes directly f~om the combination of the fluctuation equations for 

vertical velocity and chemical concentrations for he photochemical nitrogen cycle. However, it can 

easily be adopted for the nitrate triad (here written lor HN03=cI): 
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with similar expressions for i = 2 and 3. Tcrnl 1 represents the local flux change i n  time, term 2 the flux 

production due to vertical turbulent transport and concentration gmdlents, tern 3 the effect O F  

buoyancy, term 4 the destruction of flux by pressure variation, term 5 thc vertical mechanicaI transport 

o l  ~ h c  flux and thc last term ~ h c  production and destruction by chemical intcrchange. This equation can 

be simpliried by the following assumptions: 
- 

1)  The Iast constituent of the firs[ factor of the chemical reaction tern1 6 ( W'Q; ) call he neglected as a 

product of three small quantities. 

2 )  The pressure term 4 represents the fendency to return to an isotrop situation and can he 

parameterised by 

as suggested by F'itzjarrald and Lenschow (1983). Brost et a1 (1988) and Gao et ol(19Y 1). Hcre T,  

rcprcscnts the turbulent time scale. 

3) Unfortunately, this approach has only been used under neutral conditions in which case three olhcr 

simplifications can be made: 

- The gravity term In equation (term 3 )  can be ignored as smaiI for constant virtual temperature. 

- The turbulent time scale is given by T , = (u) 1 (1.75~:) (Brost and Wyngaxd, 1978). 
- - 

c 2  - W" ran he pizrametcriacd by w = 1.75~2 (ditu). 

I I A generalisation for all stability classes seems to bc difficult. 

I For the 1 " orclcr relaxation approach term 6 in equarion 1 I$ is to be substiruled by 

as uscd by Brost et al(l988) who also givc explicit expressions for the equilibrium fluxes ( w'c;,,, ). 

4.2.2.1 Implementation of a second-order-closure model 

A second-order-closure model was de-coded according to the descriptions of Gao et dl. (1991) and Coe 

(1993). Boundary conditions are prescribed by the concentrations at a rcfercnce height. the surface 

resistances k., and the surface concentration of NH3. Both flux and cnnccnh-ation profilcs arc 

calculated us~ng  equation 118 with the simplifications described above, where the differentials are 

substituted by finite differences (i.e. St and Sz). 'She distance between the reference height and zo was 

divided intn hcightstepno=30 logarithmically spaced layers and 0.001 seconds werc used as ~ h c  time 

step. 
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B 

4.2.2.2 Extension by the chloride triad 
I 

For the reaction rate expmssions of the chemical source and sink terms according to equati n 113 the 
I 

co-variance w ~ t h  the vertical wind component can be written as: 

--- 

P 
'-k, (c, wrc;  + c ,  w'c; + wfc;c;)+ k, w'c; 

I 
for i = I. -- 

w'Q( + w'Qi 2 

wtQ,' = < - wtQ; eq 121 

I 
- - k 1 ( ~ + c +  WW; + w'c~c ; )+  k i  WIC; 

I 
4 

- 5 

I 
- w ' Q ~  

The rcaction rate coefficients for the sociatioq (kl and k3) were given as Input vdues and 

I 
w ~ t h  height. Frome these the reaction rate coefficient for the dissociations (kl and h) 
using the height dependent equilibrium concentrations (see equation 1 17). The tntegration was carried 

I 
out in the same way as for the nitrate triad described in the sectron before. I 
4.2.3 Semi empirical models I 
The techniques for caIculating the 'true' concentration and flux profiles presented so far, d&lt with the 

nurnencal solution of !heoret~cally derived coupled differential equations, and were limited by the 

I 
~nsufficient knowledge of the reaction kinetics ~nvolved. Duyzer et al. (1995) criticise numerical 

approaches for the nitrogen cycle a s  they ignore other competing chemical processes and hus lead to 

I 
results, whlch might differ more from the 'true flux' than results obtained by standard techniques 1 
neglecting chemcal conversion processes altogether. They do not use measurement data 6ut genci-ate 

I 
'red' concentration profiles uslng the mdtl-layer air chemisiq model (base model) by Hough and 

Derwent (19871, which includes 85 reactions of 43 chemicaI species. From these modelled profiles, 

input data are extracted and used for different models calculating surface fluxes. The results can then be 

I 
compared to the surface fluxes obtained by h e  base model, and this way the different rn eis can be I 
assessed. They also calculate fluxes from the base model data neglecting chemistry and compare the 

I 
results to the 'true' surface fluxes. From this comparison they derrve correction functions, whlch, 

despite be~ng derived semf-empincaily, are claimed to be both more accurate and more: practically 

applicable than numerical models. Based on thc results of the base model Duyzer et al. ( 1  95) assume 

I 
the flux divergence to be a loganthmical function of height - quite in contrast to the s 4 ntcment of 

Kramrn and Dlugl (1995) that the flux divergence vanishes near the ground: 

I 

JFlz) - = a ln(z) + b eq I22 
I 

at  

from which the flux at height z can be calculnted as the sum of the surface flux, F(z,), and 
I 

over the llux divergence from z, to z: I 
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Using the flux gradient rclntionship equation 103, a f l ~ o ~  is for example givcn by 

where the tluxcs are the fluxes derived using the constant flux assumption. Assuming the flux 

divergence to vanish at the highest measuring point, t, can be evaluated as h=olnizWp). 

This approach is easy to use, but it is based on thc logarithmic shapc of the flux divergence, which has 

to be tested Ior the chemistry of NH,, and also on the validity of the base model. Moreover, it still 

requires the knowledge of the reaction rate coefficients. 

4.2,4 Analytical solution of the concentration as a function of height 

An analytical solution for the photochemical nitrogen cycle is presented by tenshow and Delany 

( 1987). lgnoring stability cffects and assuming the concentration of ozone to he constant with hcight 

,they solve the set of coupled differential equations to obtain an analytical expression for the NO tlux 

with heighr containing two Bcssd functions. Although analytical solutions u e  to be prcferrcd over 

numerical because of the completeness of the description and the speed of h e i r  application, an adoption 

of this solution to the chemistry of NH3 might not be feasible as no flux can be set to zero. 

4.2.5 Sample run - intercomparison between first- and second-order-closure 

Both first- and second-order-closure models have their specific advantages and disadvantages. The 

first-order-closure can bc solved by faster algorithms than the second-order-closure, which has to be 

integrated wrt. both hcight and time. The first-ordcr-closure is based on the assumption that the flux 

~radient rclaCionship remains unaffeckd and although [his is a simplification Fitzjanald and Lenschow 

(1983) show that the effect of chem~stry on the eddy diffusivity is negligible. The second-ordcr-closure 

is cvrrcct in  this respect but here second ordcr approximations have to he used, like the 

parameter~sations of the prcssurc term and the vaiance of the vertical wind component described in 

section 4.2.2. Thcsc paramcterisations have not been cxpandcd for non-nculral cunditions. Whereas the 

second-order-closure has only been applied when thc boundary conditions wcrc given by a reference 

concentration and thc surfacc resistances, first-ordcr-closure can be Inore flexibly solved for arbitrslry 

two point boundary or initial value problems. 
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Demo run second order clomre model tor niirate and chlorlde triad 
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Figure 8: Demo run of the second-order-closure model showing how a NH, emission 
flux at the surface can theoretically be chauged ta an apparent deposition 1, (here 
above 8 m) by the presence of GPC. Aerosol shows an Increasingly higher1 apparent 

I 
emission £lux away from the surface whereas the acids would seem to be deposited 
faster than possible by turbulence. 

Figure 8 shows a demo run of the second-order-closure using as arbitrary Input values: u. = 0.22 m, L = 

1 
1 

w, T = 15 OC, RH = 40%, Z,= 1 mill, z,f= 20 m, RI,.IINM= Rb U H ~  = R~.HCI = 25 5 m , Rb NH4N 3 = R ~ A H ~ C I  

= 300,000 s m-' , k, = 50 ppb s ', k3 = 20 ppb' Y. ' ,  [NH312h = 10 ppb, [HN03]20, = 1 ppb, [ C ~ ] P ~  = 3 i I 
ppb, [NR4N03110, = 0.5 ppb, [N&Cl]zh = S ppb, [NH31cp = 15 ppb. The NH3 flux changks born the 

'true' em~ssion at the surface (due to the high canopy concentration) to an apparent deposition flux 
I 

higher up in the atmosphere. Where its flux changes sign, the ammonia concentratian shows a 

maxlmurn, a feature whtch was also reported by Kramm and Dtugr ( 1  994) using a 

model. In agreement with their large Rb, the acrosol species show slow deposition at 

I 
appears as emission further up. In contrast, the gaseous acids seem to be depobited I 
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by turbulence, if measured well nbnve the surfacc, but actually dcposit with the velocity determincd by 

their R b .  HCl shows a higher flux than HNOj reflecting the difference in their concentratrons. Th1.c first 

look shows that chemical reactions can 

a) lead to apparent emission of aerosol, 

b) causc IICl and HNO, to seem to be deposited faster than permitted by turbulence, 

c) have a significant effect on the quantity and even direction of NH3 fluxes, 

and arc thus a likely explanation for some of the unusual observations nlentlon in the introductory 

section 1.4. 

Ammonla Rux proflle calculetnd wlth 1st and 2nd order closure models for dlflerent atmosphede 
s!aaillty and uslng dltforent surface boundany condlllons 

NH3 i h x  lupb m rl] 

4 15 4,) -9 05 0 0 . a ~  3.1 

Ffgure 9: Intercomparison between first order closure and second ordex closure models 
for the chemistry of NH,, HCl and HNO, showing significant increasing differences for 
non-neutral conditions as atmospheric stability is neglected in the second order 
closure model. 
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Using the same input data Figure 9 shows the NH3 concentration and flux gradients calculated by a 

second-ord~r-closure and by first-order-closuye model for different values of L. The differ nt ways of 

calculating the surface boundary conditions! (unlike the second-order-model, the first-o dm-model 1 ensurcs equilibrium at the surface) lead to different tesults at the surface. The difference tween the 

I 
models becomes more significant with increasing non-neutrality showing that for these conditions the 

second-order-closure model cannot be applied. Also plotted in Figure 9 are the gradients calculated 

I 
with first-order-closure using the surface flux or concentration calculated with the second-or er-closure 

approach as thc lower boundary condition ratHer than calculating them using the resistance del. 4 I 
! 

4.3 APPI,YLVG XUMERTCAL MODELS TO EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
I 

4.3.1 The Halvergate experiment 

Unpublished data from measurements carried'out in a joint held campaign in September 19 9 as a part I I 
of the BIATEX project ncx Halvergate, Norfolk, UK, show unexpected surface exchnnke rates of 

gaseous HN03 and HCl as well as particulate NH4+. A site description of the experiment has been 
I 

providcd by Hargreaves el  01. (1992) and Dollard et at. (1990). The data of four out of twelve runs are 

shown in Figure 10. 
I 

I I 

0.05 - - 
I 

0 

E 
n 
2 - 
x 
- - 

I 
I 

deposition 
I I I 

1 1 I 

mn 1: 1-9 nm5:14.'mm m & I W M  Rm lS l2 :  lslosres 17;W 
11:W - 1230 ?1:45 - 13:W 1245 - 1433 -=%M 

a m .  SO," CT hW; a NH; 

~ s e s :  .:-: HU Hm, SO2 NH, 

I 
dots ~ndicats theoretical valuegaccording to v,,, (v,, of aerasd assumed to be 1 mm s") 

Figure 10. Fluxes of four out of twelve runs during the Halveragate '89 c pdgn as 4 calculated with the aerodynamic gradient method. Fluxes of both aerosol and acids 

I 
show high deviation from the expected values. 

The average of the night time runs 10 - 12 shows expected deposition fluxes for N&N03 and HNO? 
I 

which indicate that GPC did not effect the measurements. In contrast, runs 1 and 5 show h'gh apparent 

emission of NH4' aerosol and deposition of  NO^ and HCI faster than permitted by turbu ence (V,,) I I 
indicating aerosol formation or growth close to the surface. The opposite process, enhancedevnporation 

of aerosol near the surface, may be the cause of the slow acid and too rapid Nil,' deposition in Run 8. I 
UMIST transfer report - Eiko Nemitz I 
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As the measurements included simultaneous gradients of NH,, HNO?, HCI, NH,,N03 and NH4CI they 

provide a unique datascl for model assessment. However, some other nins (data not included in Figure 

10) show inconsistent data, e.g. deposition of all chemical species faster than permitted hy turbulence, 

observation which cannot he cxplaincd io terms of GPC. A large contribution of so4' to the NH,* 

concentration was also found during some runs requiring the inclusivn of HzSOn inlo the modelling 

which was beyond the scope of the first model tests presented here. 

The model described is appIied to two differenr mcnsurement cxamples as presenled in Figure 1 1 and 

Figure 12. Figure 11 shows a case in which the concentration product [NH3][HNOjJ does not obtain its 

theoretical valuc (k,) nt any height. This leads to aerosol evaporation which is highest close to the 

ground where the HNOl concentration is  srnalles t. The magnitude of the dis-equilibrium is governed by 

the concentration of HNO; rather than NH3. 

CO~C. N H ~  [wb] flux NH, ~ppn m i'] 

valuss a$ msasurecl by 
uncorredna graalent method 

values measured accorrllng cone at to 1 v and 

Figure 11. Model application to  data *om Halvergate. Run 8, when aerosol production 
or growth occurred close to the surface. The reaction with HCI is neglected as M,' and 
NO j concentrations balance. 

A comparison or the concentrations of the aerosol spccies suggested that for Ktm 8 the N&+ presents 

mainly N&N03. Consequently the reaction with HCl was ignored. The high dcposition velocity of the 

C1- aerosol could be explained by the chloride mainly consisting of sea salt which usually shows a Isger  
I 

mass median diamctcr than NHd' acrusol leading to deposition faster than Vd = 1 rnm S -  . 

I In contrast to Run 8, Figure 12 demonsirates the case of aerosol formation which was more frequently 

obscrvcd during thc IIalvergate experiment, as shown for Run 5. The relative humidity approaches 

IOU% near the ground which leads to a small valuc of k,. Because of the Iirgh emission of NH3, the 

equilibrium product exceeds its theuretical value (INI-I?][HN07]>k,] Icading to aerosol formatiun LO be 

highest close io thc surfacc, where the srriallest valuc for k, and the highest for [NEX3] can be found. In 

nrder to balance the NH4* concentration measured, thc reacdon wlth HCI has Lo be included in h e  

model. As the NO3' and CI- $idient measurements show high scatter. the NH,' gradi~nts were used as 

input and arb~tranly split Into NO? and CI-. 
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ln modelling both runs 8 and 5 the .eaction rare coefficients, kr (and in Run 5 also kr), was alrered tor
thc surface flux of HNO3 (or gct) to march rhc predicred vatue, i.e. -tHNO3l(zo)/Rb, { te-g ."
resistanccofthelaminarboundafylayer(seeqigureI l ) .Avalueofkr=8ppb's1wasibr.rndforRun8

which results in l] mean NHr' iormalion rate of abour 0.32 ng m r s '_ The good rnatci of lbe lurface
nux of thc aerosol indicares daia consistcncy (scc Figurc ). However. maohing the iluxes ar z.
assumes no flux divcrgence ro occur wirhin thc lamin& boondary layer. This assumprion was also made
by Krann and Dlugi (1994), bui becomes doub(fut considering thar in Run 8 |hc dis-eqoitibriun was
hishest neaf $e sround.

I
I
I
I
I
t
t

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

coic trpbt

Frglre 12. Mod€l appllcation
evaporatloD clos. to the surface,
k hlghest neer the tFound.

I
I

rux terb n s l

to dFta from Halvergate,
inclrrdtng the reactton wtth

I

Rrm
HCl.

6, showtnt a€rosol
rh. aur +Yerscnce

The numerical model can quantirraively simutl}te OpC fo. borh aerosol producrion and evaporadon.
However. nor enough runs are available ro ensbte a fu[ model assessme'r The profiJes ol C]- ad NOr.
showed loo much scattcr ro be useful. These umertaindes give room for interpretation which was used
to fit the mod€ls. Moreover, the values for the reaction rale coefficieqrs have been chosen so as ro Iir the
nodei results to fic data.

4.3.2 Requirements and plans for ftrrther data acquisition

For further rnodel assessmenrs ir would be desirable ro acquire more data of increa\ed accuracy for rhe
aerosol specication (i.c. NHrNOr, NHrCI). Recent devetopmenrs of automated sampling tech.iques for
all specjcs under consjdcratjD0 te.g. Wyets et a!., t993: Khtystov e, aI,1995) wilJ ,ead ro sratisdcnly
vaiid input dara. Temperature and relative humidity gradicnts have to be measured exacrly in ord€r to
accounl lor changcs rn kp with heigh!. The mcasurcment of aerosol size spectrA at diffefent heights
could also provide a meAns to derect aerosolipfoducrion and growth due !o OpC and measlrrenrens or
the size specrrum of NHa" lcrosol would enable rhe csriftalion of the chemical time scale lccordins to
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3. $IEASERJ~MENT OF THE CONCENTRATION AND FLUX OF AMMONIA AND OTHER 

GASES 

5.1.1 Annular batch denuder 

Autonlated wet annular dcnuder systems have been developed over the last ten years allowing 

unattended long term measurements of tracc gases with ume resolutions of 1 hour. The systems 

employed here were designed by Netherlands Energy Research Foundation (ECN) and are described in 

Keuken er al. (1988). An air sample is sucked through the annulus between two concentric glass 

cylinders, which is kept small (1.5 mrn) in order to obtain a laminar flow that allows gaseous but 

prevents particle diffusion perpendicular to the air flow. Collection solution is pumped into the gap, 

cotes the rotating denuder tubes with a water layer of 0.5 mm thickness. is extracted after a sampling 

time of 40min. and pumped into test tubes, which can then be analysed. The sampling efficiency for 

different chemicaI species depends on the collection solution used. An overview is given in Table 2.  

The addition of a formaldehyde preservative is recommended to prevent bacterial nitrificarion during 

storage. 

i lOTATlNG PART t ?Ocm 1 
1 

AIR 
SAMPLE PUMP 

- - 

Hgure 13: The wet annular denuder tube [taken from Keuken et al., 19881 

Table 2: Overview of the sampUng properties of some coIlection solution used in 
annular batch denuders 
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HONO 
d' 

V' 

coating 
solution 
potassium carbonate, K2C03 

sodium phosphate, Na,PO, 

formic acid, HCHO 

species: 
SO: 

v' 

4 

captured 
XI43 

v' 

HCI 
v' 

v" 

FINO1 
v' 

J 

H1O: 

J 



in  Midlothian, some seven miles south of lTE, for the LIFE project one day every week. 
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Concentrations batch denuder LIFE site 16-1716195,16095 

Experience in running annular batch denuders was gained by operating the denuder at a me2 

X S04-S batch 1 
: - -x - SOPS 43s I 

suring site 

1 :  , .& ,. I 
, . .? 

- i " --x, . 3 x '. X >  X -  i ,,I 
, , x-- 

P ... I 
X'Y 

& Y 3, x ,  *_ *, 
c m I .  : g , * * - ~ ' * .  x 

. x .  m . - ~  % 
am- m 

- * -  "I?' I 
'I' I -I' 

t, #I . . , - 
4 t 

Figure 14: Diurnal cycle of HNO,, H6N0, HCI and SO, &om 16-17/6/95 at the LIFE 
site as measured wi th  a wet annular batch denuder showing the low conc ntrations 
typical for this site. The SO, concentration measured independently by a TEC 439 $as 

concentration measured with the batch denuder. 

1 
analyser is plotted as a comparison and shorn reasonable agreement wlth the SO,' 

5.1.2 Continuous annular NH3 denuder 
I 
I 

Ammonia gradients were measured using automated canrinuour NH? denuders w)th on-line 

conductivity Nh' analysis (AMANDAS) also designed by ECN (e.g. Wyers et al., 1993). h e y  consist 

of three annular denuders (see Figure 13), through which an acidic coating solution (3.6 mM NaHS04 

wtth formaldehyde preservative) is continuously pumped. Switching valves alternately connect the 

outlets of the different denuders to a conductivity cell where the stripping solution is mixe with a 0.5 
' 

M NaOB solution forcing the NH3 into its gaseous state so that it can diffuse throu 

membrane into de-ionised water whose conductivity is than analysed. 

5.1.3 Filter Packs 

Filter packs are common practice to measure the concenwations of particles and di@rent gases 
I 

simultaneously. Here 90 mm filter packs nccOrding to the design described in Sutton (1990 were used i 
(see Figure 15) to simultaneously measure concentrations of m3, HNO3 and particulate bk*. As a 

high pressure drop over particle filters is known to enhance aerosol evaporation, which wouid 

effectively Iead to sampling of e.g. W N 0 3  aerosol as gaseous HN03 and NH3, the bigger diameter 

was preferred to the more common 47 rnm to reduce the resistance and allow higher flow rales and thus 

higher loadings. 
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t
I
t
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
T
I
I

pertbrated PTFE
fi lter support

HIPOa impregnared wllt 42
for ctpluring NHI

,------  PTFE prrt ic lc f i l ter

shield

NaF inp.egnaled
WM 11 for
captunng HNOI

I
I

F:gure r5: Outltn€ of th6 fllt€r Pack u3ed fo! samPling ol aelosol alld gaseous Ditric

acld ard arnmonls.

Three filters werc us€d in seri€s which were:

1. ?TFE parlicle liher:

PTFE membranes wilh I !m pore size by Micto Filtralion Svstems (MFS) and Coie Pxrrner (CP)

were used to capiure panicles Because of their high prico thc Teflon filters werc cleaned and r'used

uccoding to Sullon (1990) Extraction wrs performcd by wc$ng ihe bydrcphobic frllers wiih 0 5 nri

iso-propanol foliowed by 20 min. exlraclion in further 9.5 nJ de-ionised walcr on ll urist shaker'

The extract could then be analysed by anlon chromatographv for Ct, NO; and SO{? Analvsis fof

NHj* was perform€d using an ammonia flow inj€cdon ealvser with conduc(ivtrv ceil (AMFLA)

desisncd by rhe Ncthcrlands Energy Research Foundarion (ECN). As GPC is likelv ro form nev/

NH{'parlicles it has to be shown that the filters are. despite their rel3trveiy large poor sizc' capable

of cfficicntl' collccting cven small partjcl€s A test was canied out using two opncal parncl-

couners (OPCS) (see section 6 3) connected with en h othd bl i filtel pack contA1nlng onl) thc

padiclo fittcr. Whcrcos allparticies wiih dianeters great€r then 1 !m were captured, tbe sampirng

efflciency fo. smaller particles (down 10 0l [m) was shown to decrease tbr smaller particles and

bigher f]ow rates. Although the Mt's hlters consistently sholved a slightly belter performance rh:n

ihc CP fihers (averagc collcction cfficiencies lor a flow raie of26-8 I ninr were measured as 99 9%

for thc MFS and gg.l% tor the CP filter) the enor inaoduced even for the s'nallest partrcles

detectable by lhe OPCS (Dp=O l$rn) was ncBligiblv small Considerablv damaged MFS filters'

wh;ch had bccn cxcludcd fton use by Sutron (1990), showed stil a sstislving bul siSniicarrry size

dependent collection efTiciency ofmore than 967, (sce Figure 16)

I
I
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I 

Collection efficiency of particle filters as; a funcfioo of particle sbe 

I 
I 

. - 

- - *--MFSkighAowrafe 

I 
- - CP high flw rale I 

I 
. , 

h .' .. ' , , 
* .  ' 98.2 r '. .* . - '  

I 

0.1 

II 
t 

1 

pMtl* dI8metu Op [urn1 I 
Fijgure 16: The size dependent collection efficiency of PTFE particle filter by Micro 
Filtration Systems (MFSI and Cole Pqmer (CP) for the air flow rates of 6,5 d 26.8 1 
min" also showing the effect of holes in the membrane as measured using t o optical c I 
particle counters h series. 

2.  Niwic acid filler: I 
For capturing HNO] Whatman 41 paper filters impregnated with 0.770 d v  NaF in an ultrasonic 

barh following Andersen and Hovmand 11994) were placed between the particle- and the N€& filter. 

'The filters wcrc analysed for NO?- using anion chromatography and also NH4+ to stimate thc 

I 
colleclion of NH3 by the alkaline NaF filgr. 

3. Ammonia filter t I I 
For capturing gaseous KH3 Whatman 42 paper filters were impregnated with 1% mlv ortho- 

phosphoric acid in  an uttrasonic bath. Analysis was cmied out only for N&+ using thc flow 

I 
injection system. 

Whereas the PTFE filters were dried in an oven (as any adsorbed gas can be expected do evaporate 

1 
immediately due to the high temperature)! both impregnatcd particle filters were dri d at room 

temperature in a clean chamber described by button (1 990). t ! I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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6. EXAMINE '95  

A joint frcld campaign wirh participants from five European research institutes rook place in June 1995 

near N o d  Berwick in Enst Lothian, UK. The objective was to measure ammonia exchange over a ticld 

of winter oil seed rape. Two ECN continuous wet denuder systems {AMANDA) were operated by the 

university of MADRID and the Institute of Terrestrial Ecology (ITE) to measure six point NH3 profiles 

above and within the canopy. Three ECN batch denudcrs were operated to mensure thc concentration 

profiles of the gaseous spccies mO3, HCl and HONO. ECN was also running two newly developed 

steam jet aerosoi colltcto~s (described by Khlystov et d l . ,  19951, which were measuring N&' aerosol 

concentrations. Two combinations of optical particle counters (ASASP-X designed by Particle 

Measurement Sysrems, MFS) and sonic anemometers (aqymmetric Solent sonic anemometers) were 

meant to measure size dependent particle fluxes at 2.27 and 4.74 m abuve the ground. The size 

dependent chemical composition of the atmospheric aerosol was measured by a six stage Sierrn 

Andersen cascade impactor. Furthermore, surface and horizontal fluxes o f  NI-Id' wcre measured using 

passive samplers; while up to ten filter packs were used to obtain more derailed gradients of particles, 

HNO, and NH3 within and above the canopy and to present an independent means for quality control of 

the AMANDA rncasurenlents. SOz and COz fluxcs were detected by three point gradient systems using 

a TECON 42s analyser. The micrometeoroIogica1 conditions were established by the means of a five 

point wind proiile (Vector Instruments), a Campbell bowen ratio system and a combination of a 

symmetric Solent sonic anemometer and a Campbell krypton hygrometer (KHz01 ~pcrating at a hight of 

3.08 m. 

During the hole campaign the meteorology was dominated by the centre of a strong high pressure 

system above the UK, which at its east side brought clean northerly polar air over the sea into East 

Lothian. During the first half of the campaign the wind veered briefly to the South and then to the Wcst 

causing periods of slightly higher aerosol loadings and SO1 concentrations towards the end of the 

measurements. 

Undl now, the chcmicnl and numerical analyses have only partially been carried out. Thc steam jet 

ammonium samplers gave a first indication that no considerable particle gradient occurred - neithcr 

within nor above h e  canopy. The expected deposition velocity of about Imm s" together with the low 

concentration of below 0.7 pg m-3 might have led to concentration gradients below the resolution of thc 

equipment. However, a significant influence of GPC during the measurements can hc rulcd out, since 

the clean polar air led to a low hackground concentration of HMO3 sa that its concentration product 

with WH3 probably bardl y cver app~oached thc cquil ibr ium value necessary for particle production. As 

111e detailed HNOl conccnlration data are not yet available, dissociation products could not be 

calculated for this rcport. 
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64 m e  quantitati~c effect of gas-to-particle conversion on ammonia 

6.2.1 Example for diurnal cycles of NH3 concentrations and fluxes obtained by 
annular denuders i 

fluxes 

Although the data havc not yet completely been annlysed, first results of both denuder andlfilter pack 

measurements of NR3 are available. A typical diurnal cycle is presented for June 23d 199s in Figure 

18, h e  micrometeorological data given in Figure 17. The wind direction was veering horn the West in 

the morning to the East in  the afternoon with the wind speed too low to measure the wind direction in 

thc morning, but gradually increasing to up to a moderate 2.5 rn s-' in the Iate afternobn. As the 

remarkably smoo~h net radiation curve indicktcs, the sky was clear leading to very stable conditions 

during night and unstable conditions during day time. A negative latent heat flux (hE) duri g the early n 
morning hours (4:30-6:00 GMT) indicates dew fall at this time followed by a relative sudden 

evaporation peaking at 750 GMT. The fact that at q' the water vapour pressure approaches its 

saturation vafue suggests that this peak really presents evaporation, although it cannot be decided 

whether this took place in the canopy or within the air chamber of the bowen ratio system. Poor 

agreement was found between tho sensible heat flux as measured by the bowen ratio syst/.rn and the 

values given by the sonic anemometer for thi$ day, The agreement of the values for the wi d speed nt h 
1 rn and u. of the two systems (not presented in Figure 17) was much better. 

I 

! 

On the other hand, reasonably good agreement was found between the two independent NH3 denuder 

systems. The NH3 concentration shows a diurnal cycle with lowest concentrations at night. Whereas the 

plume at 2:40 GMT might be due to a change in wind speed or direction the plume of up to 10 pg m-3 

at 6 am (leading to a peak In the deposition flux of about 40 ng m3) was probabIy due to bgncultural 

activities on farms located SW of the measuriplg site, Just after the dew fall the NH3 flux c anges ti-om d 
deposition to emission - possibly iirst enhanced by evaporation of the dew, later dominhted by the 

stornatal activity. The highest emission values of up to 100 ng rn" just before noon exceed the highest 

numbers of 40 ng m'3 found by SuUon (1990) over agricultural crop land by far. Although they also 

represent the maximum emission found during the campaign, fluxes of +60 to +80 ng m-I were reguIarly 

observed under sunny conditions. With decreasing concentrations in the evening the uncertajnties in the 

fluxes and thus the difference between the syStems become larger, resulting in the ITE syst m show~ng 

emission and the MADRID system showingidepositiw at 21:OO GMT. After 22:30 GM , however, 1 
both systems detect a deposition flux of about 20 ng rn'3. During the plumes the values of Vd are close 

lo V,,, the maximum deposition velocity possible by turbulence, the ITE values being slightly above, 

the MADRD value slightly below V,,. Deposition to water films, i.e. dew, might be the dominating 

process Ieading to small canopy resistances. 
I 
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Figure 17: Micrometeorological data for the oilseed rape site of EXAMINE '95 for 
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! NH3 conc - raw data I 

NH3 Flux and Concentration at  Im, Xc 
,-,--mu..- 

I 
I 

Depdtlon velocity NH3 

NH3 canopy redmnms Rc. Rs 

Rgure 18: Ammonia concentratioms, fluxes, deposition velocities an canopy 
resistances measured Mth two hidepeedent continuous wet annular denude systems, 
here specified by "MADRID" and "ITE". The raw concentrations are presented s 10 d n  

min values. 

I 
averages whereas all calculated values are presented as hourly nrnnIng mems of 10 
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6.2.2 NH3 gradients obtained by filter packs 

Filtcr pack measurements were carried out to assess thc quality of the denuder and steam jet collector 

measurements by independent measurements of the gradients of  NH3, HNO, and the aerosol species. 

Whereas the particle and nitric acid filtcrs have not yet been analysed. Table 3 shows preliminary NH3 

concentratiitions and fluxes which will have to be corrected by the amount of NH3 adsorbed to (he HNO] 

f'iltcr. Some runs show significantly lower concentrations obtained with filter pack measwements (Runs 

2, 3 ,  6, 7) which might be due to the high variability of the blanks of the batch of filters used fur 

capturing NH3 during the runs I to 7. The MADRID denuder system tended to show deposition when 

both other techniques and the micrnrneteorological situation indicated emission (e.g. Run 5 ,  16). More 

work needs to be done to compare the data of thc different systcms. 

.- 

I- Comparimn filter pack - eontlnuous denuders 
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figure 19. Comparison of NII, concentrations and fluxes as measured with filter 
and continuous denuder systems 

packs 
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I 

Table 3: Comparison of NH, concentrations and ffuxes as measnred with fflter packs 
I 

and two independent annular denuder systems, here labetted 'ITE' and L RID'. 
Brackets signify figures obtained by averaging only over a part of the peri d as the 
denuder system was not working continuously. 

MI, conc, t7m) NH, flux ( l m) 1 I 
run 
no. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

15 

Ib 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

6.2.3 Within canopy profiles of NH3 
9,48 2 / 1  I 

As to estimate the source contribution of NH3 both the continuous annular denuders and !filter packs I 
were temporarily operated within the canopy to obtain profiles of up to 12 measuring eights. ?'he 

Lagrangian method develapcd by Raupach (i989a, 1989b) can be used to derive source istributions I 
horn concentration profiles. This method also requires a paramelerisation of the Lagrangiah time scale 

I 
and the variance of the vertical wind speed component, ow, as hnctions of height proving to be more 

sensitive to the latter. Measurements of ow within the canopy were carried out using a sonic 
I 

~mcmorneter. The sonic was logged at frequencies of 10 and 22.8 Hz; here the curve obtain d using the 

higher frequency shows lcss scatter and a i o r e  consistent shape. As the mean eddy s ix  within the 4 
canopy must be expected to be very small even the higher sampling rate might not have rekolved them 

I 
all. Above the canopy the ratio ~ , / u -  approaches a value of 0.98 which is in disa,geernent with the 

value of 1.25 reported in literature (e.g. Raupach 1989b). 
I 

The NH3 concentration profibs show cansistently high concentrations at the gro nd due to 

decomposing leaves which is positively corrclatcd to the surface wetness. I n  general t ree distinct 1 I 
pattern, shown in Figure 21, can be identified. During measurements at the 1 4 ~  and 1 5 ~ . o f  June the I 
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rclg m") 
filter ITE Madrid 

pack denuder denuder 

1.33 (1.47) 

0.85 1.50 

0.53 0.76 

0.30 0.41 0.49 

0.83 1 ,I9 1.12 

0.68 1.37 (1.q) 

0.46 1.07 1.38 

0.57 0.55 0.46 

1.88 2,Il  1.76 

l,68 1.59 1.1.2 

1.93 1.51 1.13 

2.92 2.73 

2.64 

0.71 1.03 

starf time end 
time 

12/06/95 11:45 
09:45 

12/06/95 14:45 
12:45 

12/06/95 17:45 
1535 

12/06/95 2 0 4 1  
18:25 

13/06/95 OR48 
06:40 

13/06/95 11 139 
09:34 

13/06/95 14:43 
12:35 

15/06/95 20118 
17:21 

17106195 1213 
10:09 

17/06/95 15: 19 
1256 

17/06/95 18:30 
16:07 

19/06/95 12:49 
1 0:20 

19/06/95 16:33 
14:15 

19/06/95 20:28 
18:OO 

(ng m ' s“l 
filter ITE Madrid 
pack denude denuder 

r 
64.81 (34.05) 

19,84 %.\O 

4.64 25.06 

-1.77 3.78 -6.37 

23.10 26.99 -27.85 

36.31 50.64 (27.62) 

5.34 45.08 28.W 

12.68 11.58 1 1 . 9  

77.81 58.01 -48.21 

10.81 3.35 

24.35 7.68 

2n24 

45.91 32.67 

19.58 

-6.91 2.78 

V,N ,mV 
Irnrn s") 

fiIter 1 Madrid 
pack denud denuder 

e( 

I 
-48.82 (-23. 2) 

-23,21 -36. 5 I I 
-12.54 -33.18 

5.79 -9.26 13.W 
I 

-27.82 -22i61 24.76 

-53,lO -37 05 (-14.68) I 
I 

- 1  1.52 -42i23 -20.96 

-24.94 -21,18 -25.25 

I 
-9.47 -27,53 27.39 

-1  .W 

I 
-1610 -6.78 

-*.&, -2.1 ' 
-15.70 -11.95 

I 
-7.43 I 
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surfacc wetness was high and thc rotting leaves were 

the major source (a) and the canopy acted as a sink 
EXAMINE '95: Within canopy profile of 

var[zyU9 - Eddyso1 still leaving some NN3 pass so that a net emission 
3.5 r f l  flux can be observed. ?hc sourcc/sink analysis and 

I 11 the analysis of the apoplastic N&* concentration 
3 

will show whether thc stornatal compensation point 

was high enough to still control the net exchange. 

1 Day rncasurernents a[ rhc 21,'' and 22""~ June 
2 

site during the averaging period leading to a strong 
figure 20: Proffle of ~ - / u  as measured 

the rape canopy at the gradient above the canopy which subsequently 
EXAMINE '95 campaign. propagated into the top layers of the canopy. 

1 
zlh 

0 2 

I 41' 2 4 2 5 1 

NH3 conc luer(m31 NH3 conc ludm31 NH3 conc iudrn31 NH3 conc ludm31 
i 

- I indicate a sccond strong narrow source at the top 

I height of the canopy where the pods are (b). During 

Figure 21: mthh canopy proflles of NH, concentration measwed with filter packs 
@Lack dots], XTE denuder (white dots) and MADRID denuder [gray dots). At the 
beginning of the campaign the only major source of NA, were de-composing leaves at 
the soil surface (a) the cmopy acting as a sink still enabling net emission. Later on, 
however, a second source was found in the pods at the top height of the canopy m). At 
night time conditions both deposition flux and ground emission flux are deposited in 
the canopy (c]. Id) shows a night time period ~ c l u d h g  a short plume of 50  pg m9 
leading t o  a high deposition profile wftb subsequent propagation of the high 
concentration into the canopy. 
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05 

o 
0 0.2 0.4 0 6 0.8 1 

vartzyu' case (d) a high NH3 plume of 50 pg m-3 passed the 

i 
i . night time conditions depos~t~on occurs and, as thc 
I '--. 

soil 1s wet (c) high emission, originates from the 

'- ground level. The upper layers of the canopy act as 

an efficient sink for thc NH3 both depositing from 

the atmosphere and being emitted from the soil. In 
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6.3 PARTICLE n u x  MEASL'REMENTS 

6.3.1 Introduction 

Two combinations of optical particle counteis (OPC), ASASP-Xs designed by Particle M asurement 

Systems (MFS), and ultrasonic anemometers were employed to measure the size dependent i article flux 

above the oil seed rape. The idea was to check whether any flux divergence occurred which could be 

attributed to gas-to-part~cle conversion of NH3 to NH4+ salts. Some systematic errors in the set-up, 

howcver, made it impossible for fluxes to lx mlculated. T'he absence of NH,' gradients rndicated by the 

steam jet collectors and the low HW03 back ground concentration suggest that no flux ,divergence 

would have been found. Nevertheless, a closer look at the particle data obtained is worth in the light of 
I 

improvements for future measurements. 
I 
I 

The asymmetric Solent sonic anemometers were mounted to poles of a height of 2.27 and 4.73 rn facing 

west into the predominant wind direction. The attempt was made to kcep the parti& counters 

themselves sheltered in a cabin; this made an linlet tube o f  13 rn necessary. The set-up had fulfil two 

requirements: Both particle losses and time 'delay by the sampling tube had to be kept t small as 

possible. The latter demands high gas flow rates, a fact which contradicts the small sampling'flow of the 

OPCs used, i.e. 2 mVs. Although this has been done by connecting the inlet of the OPC to a high air 

stream by a T piece (e.g. Neumann and den Hartog, 1985) iso-kinetic sampling is to be preferred, 

especially i f  larger p d c l e s  are to be sampled. Here an iso-kinetic inlet as described and designed by 

Hurnmelsh@j ( (1993) was used (see Figure 22). It consists of a stainless steal cylinder, tap red at both 

ends, through which a high air stream can be1 drawn. The particle counter is connected to small tube 1 
that is centred in the cylinder and points upstream. The diameters of this tube and the cylinder were 

chosen so that sampling could be expected to be sufficiently iso-kinetic for a sample flow of 2 2 ss" at 

air flow rates of 30 to 60 1 min". An additional inlet further downstream acting as an underpressure 

valve had to be added since the well balanced air flow system within the O K  proved having difficulties 

drawing the sample against too low pressure: In order to guarantee that a very narrow sample beam 

crosses the laser of the OPC vertically and to prevent particles from entering the optrcal ystern, the 

ASASP-Xs make use of a clean sheath flo; focusing the sample flow. The well functio ing of thc 

power loss of the laser beam. 

I OPCs Iargely depends on the ratio of these two flows and any disturbance leads to, immediate 

contarninahon of the optical parts which can be seen in a drop of the rcfcrcnce voltage Vmf indicating 

Another means to minimisc losses of fluctuations of the particle concentration is to kcep the air stream 

turbulent (Lenschow and Raupach, 1991). This can be checked by considering the turbule t Reynolds 

number Re=VD,/v, V being the velocity of tbc air stream, Di the inner diameter of the tu e and v the 

kinematic viscosity of air, wh~ch should exceed the critical value of 3000. A laminar fl w leads to i 
smoothing of the signal and large residence times enhancing deposition of larger particles: to the tube 

wails. This is especially important for plastic tubes which tend to charge up and capture larger particles. 

M I S T  transfer report - Eiko Nemitz 
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For the EXAMXNE campaign PVC tubing with a I0 mm bore was chosen. In order to maintain a 

sufficiently high flow rate despite the considerable resistance of the tube a strong pump had to be 

employed. This high resistance also dropped the pressure in the iso-kinetic inlet which resrilted in a high 

flow rare through the underpressure valve. The flow rate through the valve was risen to 28.6 1 min" 

compared to 34.3 I min-' for the sample air sueam. 

Using these flow rates the Reynolds number was greater than 5500 and the time lag could bc estimated 

as &out 2 s. The inlet tube was connected to the rear poIe of the sonic cage facing downwards, 

All 32 size channels (Iogarithmically spaced between 0.1 and 3 pm diameter plus oversize channel) of 

rhe OPCs were logged at 10 Hz using a data logger built by WIST.  The analogue outputs of the sonic 

anemometers were also connected to the ADCS of the same data logger but 40 Hz signals were 

averaged to 10 Hz as to filter out high frequency noise and reduce aliasing from higher frequencies. The 

10 Hz data was then stored on adequately large hard disk drives. 

Figure 22: Outline of the Lo-kinetic inlet designed by Hummelsh~ij (1993). 

6.3.3 Problems with the set-up 

1) Zero drift of the analogue to  digital converters (ADC) 

Already during the setting-up ~t became: obvious that the two sonic anemometers connected to the same 

ADC system, and rhus using the same ground, interfered w i k  each other leading to independent zero 

drifts of the ADC channels. Mainly thc logging of the vertical wind component was effected. Here a 

small offset showed a s e a t  effect on small values and in the data analysis the vertical wind component 

was used to detect deviations of the sonic from the vertical and to rotate rhe wind components 

accordingly. Afterwards it was not possible to distinguish between a contribution to a mean vertical 

wind component caused by misalignmenr from the t axis or by the ADC offset. The drift was too suong 

for regular zero checks to be used for correction. This problem could in future be overcome by logging 
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I 

the digital data from the sonic anemometers directly instead of converting them into an analdgue signal 
I 

in between. 

2) Charging up of the PVC tubing 
II 

Over the time the PVC tubing showed visible' amounts of particles which had settled to its walls. The I 
use of metal tubing (copper or stainless steal) would prevent thesc losses of bigger partidles due to 

I 
e{ectrostatic forces. The quantification of the losses due to he tubes needs further examination of 

coiiected data and laboratory tests. I 
3) Sampling of the iso-kinetic inlets through the v a l v ~  I 
The greatest problem, however, was caused by the choice of the flow rates for the iso-kiietic inlets. 

I 
Although the underpressure valve was placed downstream and the flow rate through the valve was less 

than half of the total rate sucked out of the inlet by the pump he OPCs were measuring air entering the 

iso-kinetic inlets through the vnlve as we11 as the sample tubes. Hence the measured fl tuation in 

I 
particle concentration was only partially related to the change in concentration at the ite of the t 
anemornetcrs partially related to changes at the surroundings of the OPCs themsehcs. This effect was 

I 
detected and examined using both OPC probes, the inlet of one (measured by probe 1) conntcted to the 

valve of the other (measured by probe 2) so that the particle concentration of the flow enteriqg the valve 

and its effect on the reading of the ~oncentra t i~n in thc iso-kinetic inlet could be established t the same 

I 
time. Now particle plumes were generated at the inlet of the iso-kinetic inlet no. I .  A 1 there are 

lfferences between the two probes in both sizing and sensitivity one has to be corrected to the other 
I 

which was done by sampling lab air and comparing the numbers of particles detected over a period of 

10 win. The generated particle plumes contained a great number of bigger particles w ereas their 

'i 
I 

concentralion of the lab air was very s d l  giving n Iow background concentration of abou 6 particles 

rnl-I for particles with a diameter D,p 0.35 pn. Unfortunately the small numbers of counts in this size 

range led to an inaccurate comparison of the probes in this size range. As it will become obvious from 

I 
the results more calibration work is necessary in order to be able to interpret the ratio of the plumes 

measured as an absolute number. Until now it is only an indication of the magnitude of co tamination 
I 

caused by the valve. t 
Figure 23 shows a typical response in the iso-kinetic inlet no. 2 using the flow rates used during 

I 
EXAMINE '95. 

For the comparison of the magnitude of the plumes the area under the peaks was used rat er than the 
I 

peak height. This was done by subtracting thd mean background concentration and integrat' g over the R 
peak. Comparison of the background concentrations showed probe 2 was overestihating the 

concentration by less than 10%. However, using higher flow rates probe 2 was detecting up to three 

I 
times as many particles as were introduced through the valve. Thus although the calibration of the 

probes seerns appropriate for low concentrati~ns it is not valid for high concentrations. Figu e 23 shows 
I 

a clear rcsponsc of probe 2 and u comparison suggests that probe 2 is rending 93% of probe t 1. This test 

was done using different flow rates and manipulations of the iso-kinetic inlet. The results are 

sumrnarised in  Table 4. 

I 
I 

I 
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1200 - .durn entering valve 
marured by probe 1 1 

1000 4 [-plum measured by probe 2 [ a 

time [lnO sec] 

FIgute 23: Sample of the contamination caused by the valve of the iso-kinetic inlets 
for flow rates as used during EXAMINE '95 

Table 4: The magnitude of the response to  contamination through the valve for 
diffment flow rates and set-ups. 

The tests lead to the following results: 

a) The contamination increases with the valvc flow rate rather than with the ratio of valve to sample 

flow rate. Although the valve flow rate exceeded that of rhe sample when a smaller pump was used 

it caused a lower contamination. In order to establish the accurate reason the stream Iine pattern 

rcsponsc (not to be 

interpreled as absolute 

percentage) 

93 % 

287 % 

8.1 % 

below detection limit 

2.8 Yo 

hclow detection limit 

6.5 To 
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description 

as used at EXAMINE '95, 

inlet tube 13m 

higher flow rate 

lower flow rate 

valve narrower 

valve inlet bent downstream, 

10 cm long 

no inlet tube 

3m inlet tube 

sample flow 

[ Ilrnin ] 

34.3 

61 

9.4 

5 6 

34.3 

56 

45 

valve flow 

[Ilminl 

28.6 

59 

11 

5.7 

28.6 

5.7 

1 1  

ratio 

sarnpletvalve 

tlow 

1.2 

1.03 

0.85 

9.9 

1.2 

9.2 

4.2 
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I 

within the iso-kinetic inlet would have to be modelled. Obviously, more backward tdbulence is 
I 

generated by higher valve flow rates. 

b) Using the pump and the tube material used during EXAMINE '95 even an inlet tube of 3 m length 
1 

leads to a resistance sufficiently high to increase the valve flow rate to 23% of the sarnpje flow and 

causing a contamination response of 6.5%.. L I 
C) Without modifying the iso-kinetic inlet either the sample flow rate or the resistance of sampling 

rube has to be decreased. Since the larter would mean the use of a wider or sh011e~ inlet tubes both 

demands contradict the purpose of iso-kinetic sampling, which is to enable the use of long inlek 

I 
with high flow rates thus short transport times. 

d) Two modifications of the iso-kinetic inlet have been tried: Firstly, rhe valve was exten d into the 

I 
izo-kinetic inlet and the tube bend approxi~ately 10 crn downstream. Surprisingly, this s ill lcd to a 

detectable contamination using the flow rates of the EXAMWE '95 campaign. Second1 1 , the valve 
u 

was partially blocked decreasing the valve flow from 85% to 10% of the sample flow. Here no 

contamination could be found anymore. However, the pressure in the iso-kinetic and inlet dropped 

and, as expected, the reference voltage of probe 2 decreased by 0.4 V. A long term run is necessary 

I 
to show whether the probe still performs, sufficiently well udder these conditions or $hether the 

disturbed flow pattern causes contnrninatitimn of the optics of the OPC especially if apsr+d in dirty 
I 

surroundings. i 

Finally it should be mentioned that both iso-kinetic iniets used showed the same features. Tso-kinetic 
I 

inlet I showed a response of 93% where inlet 2 showed 91% contamination. Humelsh0j (1992) used 

an identical iso-kinetic inlet connecting the valve to the exhaust of the OPC. This way the whole system I 
of the OPC operates under low pressure and the pump does not have to overcome the g pressure 

difference. Moreover, the nic flow though thi valve equals the small sampling flow of the PC (about 

2 ml s-I} and its concentration that of the air sampled. This set-up was tried in the I leld during 

I 
EXAMINE '95 but led to a considerable drop in the reference voltage atthough Hummelsh@j (1992) 

used a similar set-up (15 rn Teflon tubes, 11.5 rnm bore, flow rate 30 1 min-'). A possible reason might 
I 

be the use of a diaphragm pump during EXAMINE '95 causing a pulsing air stream not only through 

the iso-kinetic inlet but also within the OPC. 

I 
I 

4) Higb frequency contamination by the use of a diaphragm pump i 

The effect of the diaphragm pump became obvious while measuring the time lag caused by thc inlet 

I 
tubes with a set-up where both iso-hnetic inlets were connected by one of the inlet tubes and the time 

for particles travelling from one sensor to the other was measured. Figure 24 shows such a response 1 
I 

curve. The signal measured by probe 2 seerrls to be superposed by a 5 Hz oscillation. As inlet 2 was 

directly connected to the pump (tube length about 1.5 m) here the vibrations were not d ed as they 4 I 
were at inlet 1 connected by the 13 m tube. Moreover, inlet I being open to h e  ambient ,air enabled 

rapid reactions to pressure changes apin damping the oscillation. I 
I 

I 
! 

I 
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Figure 24: Measurement of a particle plume passing through both isa-kinetic inlets 
connected by inlet tube 2 in order to  measure the time lag. Probe 2 shows 
contamination by superposed 5 Hz oscillation of the pump. 

This 5 Hz frequency should also appear in the power specuum of the particle conctntrarion. Figure 25 

shows the spectrum for the vertical wind component, W, temperature and particle concentration for 

diameters below 0.7 pn calculated by the application of a fast Fourier lransforrn routine 10 32,768 data 

points representing approximately 55 min. The power of the frequencies was then averaged ovcr 60 

intervals equally spaced on the logarithmic ordinate leading to high scattering for low frequencies (few 

values pet interval) and a smooth curve for high frequencies. For additional smoothing several 

subsequent 55 rnin pcriods were averaged. The curves for w and T show the features found by other 

authors (e.g. Fontan et al., 1995; Neurnmn and Hartog, 1985) apart from relalively high low frequency 

contributions for the variance of temperature. But both auhors do not consider such low frequencies 

and the change in temperature within an hour can be significant. The power spectrum of the particle 

concentration is expected to have a higher low frequency contribution than the one of w and T but to 

approach their shape at higher frequencies. The measured spectrum, however, shows a very high 

contribution of high frequencies, especially of a frequency of about 4.7 Hz matching the shape of the 

response curve in Figure 24. Usually frequencies aTe nomaliscd by multiplication with fl in ordcr to 

enable intercomparison of data acquired at diffcrcnt meteorological conditions. This leads lo a shift 

along thc ordinate by In(z/U). Thrs was, however, not done for the representation of Figure 25 as to 

show that the particle concentration spectra match accurately for hiphcr frequencies which should, 

ncglccting the shift, not be the case. The high frequency conbibution could represent white noise due to 

the measuring probc or just the statistical disiribution of the particles (see Neumann and den Hartog, 

1985) bul the peak at 4.7 Hz is certainly due Lo [he sct-up. In conha t ,  (he curves for [he power spectra 

of w and T as measured at 2.27 m do not match the cunles of 4.73 m (not shown in Figure 25). 

I UMIST transfer rcpurt - Eiko Nemitz 
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Figure 25: Power spectra of vertical whd component, temperature and W c l e  
concentrations for dam. Dp<0.7 pn for probe 2 at 4.74 m for the 22/6/95. 'qhc power 
spectrum of the particle concentratlo? shows a high comtribuUon of both lo and high 
frequencies which i s  independent of tlhe measuring height, hence the mete rolo@cal 

I 
situation. 4 I 

I 
I 
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Figure 26: Co-spectra of wT and w;d for both heights. Whereail the co-spec- for w T  
show expected shapes w and x do not seem to  be correlated. Note that the cohtribxttion 

I 
of the frequencies to  the flux is shifted towards higher frequencies clo 
canopy reflecting the small mean edd$ d z e  

From the considerations so far it is questionable that the measurcrnents are good 

I 
particle iluxes and deposition velocities. A better indicalion, however, can be given by loohng at the I 
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co-spectrum of vertical wind component, w, and the particle concentration, x. Again a filst Fourier 

transform was used taking thc time lag into account. Once more the co-spectrum of w and T shows the 

expected shape. Despite the correction for height and mcm horizontal wind specd by rescaling the 

ordinale the curve for the lower measuring hcight (2.27 mj is moved towards higher frequencies w ~ t h  

rcspcct to the curve for thc higher hcight (4.73 m). Closer to the crop hcight we can expeci the mean 

eddy size to be smaller. Vertical wind speed, w, and the particle concentration, X, do not seem to be 

correlated whatsoever, the chart shows random scatter. This is the most sjgn~fjcilnt sign for the particle 

data to be too contam~nated to obtain reliable fluxes. Hence it does not seetn reasonable to Iook at thc 

data in more detail.. 

6.3.4 Suggestions for further measurements 

The following alterations for further measurements seem advisable: 

I. If two Salent sonic anemometers are to be logged ar the same time the digital signal should be used 

to avoid interference of the two ground potentials, 

2. Taking the OPCs out into the field and placing them into boxes close to the sonic anemometers and 

using thin metal pipes and only the sample flow of the pumps of h e  OPCs would soIve all the other 

~roblems at the same time. Metal pipes do not charge up and atmact the p~tic les .  Drawing the 

sample from the sonic height 10 the DPC using the built in pump of the OPCs leads to bigger time 

lags which have to be corrected for but does not demand the use of iso-hnetic inlets at all. 

3. Alternatively, the valve hm t o  be partially blocked reducing d e  air flovj passing it. It h.ds to be 

checked, however, whether this effects the flow within the OPCs. The usc of a pump producing a 

smooth air flow instead of the diaphragm pump or damping of the oscillation by connecting the 

pump to the iso-hnetic inlet via a large nir volume might enable the exhaust of the OPC to be 

connected to h e  valve which would overcome the contamination problem. Slill i t  seems advisable to 

usc mctal pipes which would ncither be easy to handle nor cheap if in the dimensions of the inlets 

used. 

6.3.5 Estimation of the time lag caused by the inlet tubes 

In order to calculate the particle flux by eddy corrdation rnelhods it is necessary to synchrrmisc the 

reading of the sonic anemometers and the OPCs. A phase shift of a few seconds has been estimated lo 

lcad to an  undcrestimation of the llux. The time lag causcd by the bavel timc of the air through thc inlct 

pipe was estimated in thrce different ways: 

1. Thc dimensions of the tube and the iso-kine~jc inle~s were measured toguher wirh the flow rates. 

The mean residence ticr,e could be calculated. This methad is referred to as the 'theoretical method'. 

2. Two iso-kinetic inlets were used in series, connected by the inlet tubc t~ndcr consideration. P;lrticlc 

plumes were send through the tube and the time delay detected by the OPCs (see Figure 24). As the 

travelling volume was increased by the part of the fiat iso-hnet-ic inler behind the OPC sample tube 
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the time had to be corrected using the flow rate and the volume of the rear part of the iso-kinetic 

inlet. This method is thus been called the 'semi experimental method'. i 
3. And finally the time lag was tried to be calculated from the data. This was done by cal ulating the 4 

cross-correlation cocfticients for a range of time lags (1.2-2.5 s) by spectral analysis mekods. 4096 

data points were used. In order to condition the data it was de-trended, the frst and last 2.5 s were 

replaced by zeros (zero padding) and data windowing using a Hanning window (e.g. Press ef a/., 

1992) was applied to the rest of the data. The Fourier transform was calculated for both 

the vertical wind component and the particle concentration. Now one transform was m 

the complex conjugation of the other and an inverse transform was applied to the resuld giving the 

correlation factors for the different rime lags. The greatest modulus of the values within the time 

range under consideration was chosen as the time lag. However, since the correlation between w and 

x was too poor this method leads to random scattering, the average time lag of 1.83 s be 

(he mean of the interval taken into account (1.85 s), whereas the cross correlation of w 

a cleur maximum for zero time lag. This is shown in Figure 27. 

Despite the systematic errors in the set-up Figure 28 shows particle concenhtion and calculated 

deposition velocity far June 22*. The particle concentration represents 10 min values of the measured 

concentration of particles with a diameter less than 0.8 prn (channels 1-20). The depositio velocity is 

presented ns an running hourly mean of 10 &in values with positive values indicating dep sition and 1 
shows a fluctuation around zero which is neither correlated to the time Ing automatically calbulated nor 

the friction velocity u- again proving the inadequacy of the set-up. The particle concentration shows a 

smooth curve with higher concenbations during day time. Here it must be suspected that not only the 

particle concentration at the inlet height but also in  the cabin around the iso-kinetic inlet is reflected. 
I 

"' r I.. - - . - - , . * . -  ..-___l_.v,,, ,",,,-",-d I,-, 

dm* ~ s g  [ino sac.] 

Figure 27: The cross correlation for 'fl and w;l for different time lags 
spectral analysis. A clear maximum fm the correlation of w and T can 

2.5 s the time lag caused by the sampling tube. 
time lag whereas w and X. do not show a significant extremum in the 
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figure 28: Example of the catculation and deposition velocity cf particIes with a 
diameter of less than 0.8 pm measured at 4.73 m. The concentration is plotted as XO 
min averages, the deposition velocity as 1 hour running means. 
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7. S UGCESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 

7.1.1 Simultaneous measurements of the gradients of NH3, gaseous acids and 
aerosol 

The GPC models requirc either the input of concentrations at two heights or the input of concentrations 

at one height and a dcscriptioo of the surface conditions including the vaiues for Rb and R, as well as 

the surface concentrations of the tracers, especially NH3. If the f i s t  rncthod is used the concentrations 

have to be measurcd very accurately and the fluxcs have to be extrapolated lo the surface whereas the 

second approach requires good knowledge of the processes of the amospherelsurface exchange and the 

physiological state of the plant community. 

The measurements carried out during the EXAMINE '95 campaign, ie. 

- automated concentration measurements of NH3, NHa*, HN03, HCI and H?S04 together with 

- filter pack gradient measurements of CT , NO< and SO:- and 

- measurements of both the Aux and chemical composition of pmicle of different sizes and 

- expl ic h determination of the canopy compensation point by analysis of the intercellular liquid 

would potentially have provided good input data for the models if GPC had taken place at this site. 

Although this site might be representative for Scotland and GPC might evcntually be found to have a 

negligible effect in this area, it seems advisable to make measurements in extreme situations. High 

background concentrations of H N a  and HC1 and strong NH3 gradients would enabIe examination of 

GPC processes and reaction kinetics wihout being loo much ~eshicted by the detection limits of the 

analysers. From the experiences gained during EXAMINE '95 and treating the Halvergate '89 data the 

rollowing conclusions and suggestions for further data acquisition must be drawn: 

1. The concentration uf the different chemical species should be measurcd at the same height in 

ordcr In provide good input data. 

2.  Recent developments in measurement techniques of measuring particle fluxes of different chemical 

composition enable continuous automated aerosol measurements dongsidc automated 

meaurements of NH3 and HNQ3 and HC1 using AMANDAs and batch denuders, respectively. 

Attempts are being made by ECN to connect a ion-chromatography sys tcm to the steam jet aerosol 

collectors. This would be a major improvement for rneaurcments in situations where both equ~l ihf ia  

with HN03  and HCI have to be taken into account since in this case modelling requires h e  inpul of 

the concentrations of both particulate NO3- and C1' so that bulk Nli4* concentrations arc not 

sufficienr. 

3. Although fluxcs of nitrate and chloride aerosol might be estimated by filter pack measurements 

the results are not accurate enough to use the concentrations detected at two single hcights as 

model input. 
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4. A high background concentration of the acids is desirable so h a t  the effect of GPC becomes 

I 
more signiticant. 

5. Measuremen& should be carried nut for both strong ammonia deposition an i emission 
1 

situations. Equilibrium considerations have indicated fhar the processes arc different 

depending on whether the in-equilibrium is driven from the ammonia release at the surface or from 
I 

insufficient mixins in the atmosphere. 

6. Temperature and humidity have shown: to have a great impact on the reaction rates nd hnetic 

cons~raints. Measurements shoi~lrl be carried out over a big range of both variables and heir values i I 
has to be established as accurately as possible (see problems with Halvergate data). 

7. Direct measurements of the canopy compensation point can increase the applicability of the 

I 
inferential models. 

8. Particle size spectra of N H 4 N 4  and fiH4Cl and the aerosol compositiorr are inip mnt as to i 
I 

estimate the chemical time scale and thus h e  importance of GPC. 

Plans are being tiit up to make measurements over grazed grass Iand in tbe Netherlands in spring 1996 

I 
as a part of the EXAMINE project. Measurements at the site under consideration have shown average 

NH3 concentrations of 5 pg m3 and equally high H N 4  concentrations can frequently be f und during 
I 

the summer months. It shauld be possible to cbnsider all the issues mentioned above. 9 I 
7.1.2 Particle fluxes 

Size dependent particle flux measumments c+ give indications of quality and quantity of formation 

I 
and evaporation processes of N&N03 and N&Cl aerosol if done at different heights f Thorough 

investigations in possible sct-ups have been described in section 6.2 and during a shoa fieid campaign 

I 
in Oclober 1995 at Connah's Quay, UK, the suggestions will be tested. It  is planned to log the djgitaI 

signal of' the sonics and to test two different set-ups. 
I 

1. The OPCs will sample the air using their Own Bow rates of 2 ml sec through a short cop r pipe. 4 
2. The iso-knetic inlets will be operaced in a set-up where the under pressure valve is connkckd to the 

I 
exhaust of the OPC. 

The aim is to find an adequate set-up which can then be used during further field measurements in 
I 

summer. The quallty of the set-ups can now quickly be established as computer progra s for both 

examination and flux analysis programmes'are ready for use. However, the lowest siz i rnnge the 
I 

ASASP-Xs can detect, 0.1 pm, might be to large to detect particle formation and grbwth. Thus 

differenrial mobiiiry analyser (DMAs), which oftcn can scan the size range from 1 nrn to I pn, might be 

more suitable. However, their time resolution is limited to a few minutes so that fluxes cannot be 

I !  
measured by eddy correlation mcthods. 

1 I 
I 
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7.2.1 Assessment of the models by measured data 

1 .  HALVERGATE: 

First conclusions obtained by applying GPC models to data collected in 1989 at Halvergate have 

been reported. A poster on this subjcct has becn presented at a conference on NH3 and a paper 

version is being submitted to the conference organisation team and will bc published in a 'poster 

book'. As some HN03 data have not yet been included the analysis of the Halvcrgate data wiIl he 

extended and and an expanded paper, also outlining the model changes described above, will bc 

submitted to a refereed journal. 

2. EXAMINE: 

As this work is founded as part of the EC EXAMLNE project some time will be spent on the 

chemical and numerical analysis of the EXAMINE '95 cmpaign. AIthough it is unlikely to extract 

useful model inpul data, experience in NH3 flux measurements will be gained. Further insight in the 

processes of the surfnce/atmosphere exchange of NH3 will improve the fornulation of the lower 

boundary conditions if GPC models are run with the input of concentrsl~ir~ns at only one height. 

Furthermore, the concentration products of NH3 and the HNO, (or HCl) will be calculated and 

tested against thcory. 

Work will include setting up an ion-chromatography system at ITE for analyse the particle and 

HN03 filters, the analysis itself (anion-chromatograph, N%+ flow injection), calculation of NH3, 

SO, and COz fluxes, derivation of the source/sink distribution of NH, in the oilseed rape canopy and 

the development of m d e l s  describing the exchange proccss. 

3. LIFE: 

Again this site might not have produced adequate input data but the calculation of the concentrations 

products can give further insight into restrictions of the equilibrium formation. 

4. ADEPT: 

During the ADEPT campaign in May 1 June 1995 in Devon, UK, rhe NR3 emission f ~ o m  slurry 

stripes and its dispersion have been examined by measuring horizontal gradients downwind and 

vertical fluxes at different distances from the source. As and HN03  concentrations were 

mcasured at the same time this data might include some information about the reaction rates. First 

results have shown that  HN03 was not depleted by the large emission of NH3 as expected from 

equilibrium consideration, but was cmittcd by thc slurry itself. The specific chemical production 

process is s l i l l  unclear. Furthennore, here two time scales associated with grear ~mcertainties interact 

with each other: the time scale of the diffusion and thax of the chemical reactions. Since the time 

scale of horizontal diffusion is much smaller than the time scalc of vertical diHusive transfer, 

changes in NHJ' aerosol and HN03 concenmtions might be below the dctection limit. Nevertheless, 

this data set is worth looking at. 
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I 

5 .  LEENDE: 

Similar to the Halvergate experiment. simultaneous rneasuremenm of NH4' (unfortunately not NO< 

and CI- seperately), NH3, HN03 and HCI were canied out in 1982 at a site at Leende, Nt. As 

countergadients of NH4* and high deposition mns of atmospheric acids was found thi dataset is 

likely to include further input data which will be looked. 
4 

6. Simulated data: I 

Duyzer ef al. (1995) used modelied data as input f ~ r  NO, models. This way proMems of data 

acquisition can be overcome. However, it has to be checked whether accurate enough NH3 data can 

be produced this way (since NH3 is governed by small scale transport) and whether the tr8nsfer from 

mode[ data to the 'real world' and the application of the results to measurement data 

Without putting too much emphasis on ithis approach simulated data might be 

comparisons. 

7. Further dab: 

Literature will be searched for hrther adequate input data. Field campaigns especially aimed to 

provide model input data will be set up during the nexr year. 

7.2.2 Specification of the reaction rhtes 

More work is necessary as to establish the magnitude of he equilibrium constants and the reaction 

rates. Measurements of the concentration product [NH3][HN031 have shown too high valucs for high 

relative humidities and low temperatures. If this is due to GPC it should be possible to s 

eff~ct  in the model results. Particle flux measurements codd give indications for how the 

and composition effect the lssociation constant. Some more information can still be 

literature on this issue. 

If consistent input data were used and if the models were correct the reaction rates would remain the 

onIy unknown. Changing the reaction rate coefficients k, and k3 until the interpolated cancentration 

protiles at the surface match the values calculated from inferential data the reaction rate coe@cien& can 

be determined. So far the sociation coefficiients have been kept constant and k2 and h have been 

calculated according to the value of k, and the equilibrium aerosol concentration (as s ggested by 

he~ghr as well- New parametensations need la he found. 

I 
Kramrn and DIugi, i994). However, his approach might not be correct as kl and k3 could change with 

7,2.3 Inclusion of reactions with RaS04 and possibly SO2 i 
I 

The description of the chemistry of gaseousmNH3 is not yet complete. The criticism of D yzer et al. I 
( 1  995) that models for thc reaction cycle of NO, introduce a bigger error than the application of the 

uncorrected gradient method probably also applies to NH, in many situations. Tfie Hafvergate dataset 

shows situations (c.g. run t and 2)  where the NK' on the particle filters exceeds the sum of NO', C1' 

and so4*- dgnifican tly. The re la~iv~ly high levels of also indicate tho1 rhe reaction yivith H2S04, 
I 
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probably formed as il secondary product in situ, needs to be considered - not as an  equilibrium process 

but as a further sink for NH,. As mention~d before high NH, concentrations rise the pH enhancing the 

oxidation of SO2. This process needs to be looked at in  detaii. 

7.2.4 Further model intercomparison, determination of the surface conditions 

As discussed in dctail before, the conditions ol' the concentrations at the surface are not well 

understood. The thcory that there must be equilibrium at the surface has to be Iookcd at and in this 

process i t  is worth including the transport thrwgb the quasi laminar sub-layer into the models. Though 

shallow, transport mechanisms differ immensely in  this height region and in the case  of'^^^ emission 

high surface concentrations might give rise to high deviation from equilibrium. It m~ght  be worth 

considering multi-layer models and the effect of locally high humidity gradients in the vicinity of the 

stomata. 

As soon as appropriate input data arc available the inferential approach has to be testcd against the two 

point boundary approach which might give further information about the surface conditions. 

7.3 EXAMHATION OF THE PROCESSES GOVERNING THE FOkMATIOIU' OF AEROSOL LV 

GAS-TO-PARTICLE CONVERSION 

The formation of N&NO3 by the reaction of NH3 and HN03 can happen in the gaseous phase, at the 

surface of soIid or in thc aqueous phase within liquid aerosol. Depending on the mechanism new 

aerosol is either formed which might be in the size range of tenth of nrn and could rapidly coagulate 

forming bigger aerosol or present aerosol must be expected to s o w .  Measurements of the size 

dependent particle flux at different heights could dccide on which process dominates in which 

conditions. 

This information is important as to help estimat~ng the reaction rates because Mozurkewich (1993) 

found the equilibrium constant to depend on the aerosol size. Gas-to-particle conversion might also be 

one of the most important sources of new aerosol within the atmosphere and its magnitude is interesting- 

lor estimating the effect on the production of cloud condensation nuclei. 

7.4 FORMULATION OF CORRIECTION PROCEDURES FOR AMMONIA FLUXES 

WEASURED BY GRADIENT METHODS 

In the presence o i  GPC thc NH3 surface flux cannot he rncasured by common gradient methods. Direct 

methods (e.g. eddy correlation methods) require fast sensors which have not yet been developed for 

NH3. Therefore, it must be one af  the final aims to formulate recipes for correcting NH3 fluxes for the 

effect of GPC so (hat the 'true' surface flux can be estimated by gradient methods. 
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m 
In the best case this correction would be an analytical expression. Although such a soluti$ has been 

I 
found fur the NO, cydc it has been reported not to be very accurate by Duyzer et al. 1995) it is 

unlikely that an analytical solution can be foudd for the concentration profiles of NH3. I I 
The second alternative is a model of the form presented in (his report which takes all rnhjor factors 

(chemical species, effects on the equilibrium and reaction rate constants etc.) into account and is 
I 

implemented in as fast an algorithm as possible to make it applicable. 

From a analytical and mathematical point of view a semi-empirical correction as also ptesented by 

Duyzer er aI. (1995) for NO, is least satisfactory. However, because of the complex n ure of the 

I 
equilibria it might be the most accurate way td correct for GPC. Derived from artificially ge erated data 

and for the NO, cycle the validity and adoption of such an approach needs to be tested. hereas the 3 I 
flux divergence was expressed by a logarithmic function in the case of NO, the shape Lf the flux 

divergence of the NH3 flux iargely depends on the surface conditions and gradients of temperature and 
I 

relative humidity which has not yet been sufficiently established. I 
7.5 ESTIMATION OF THE QUANTITATIVE INFLUENCE: OF GAS-TO-P RTICLE- 

CONVERSION ON THE EXCHAiiGE BUDGET OF NH3 IN THE UK 1 I 
Work is being done to map NH3 sources at an increasingly finer grid resolution and to: model the 

transport and deposition of NH3 in the UK. As in he case of gradient methods the effect of gas-to- 
I 

particle conversion has so far been neglected. Depending on the correction expression found according 

to the section before this model has to be overlaid with the necessary data to include GPC correction. 

This could mean that concentration data for N&* as well as HN03 and HCl or even their il xes have to 

I 
be mapped and that dnily and yearly Lemperatqre and humidity cycles have to be estimated. 

As the influence OF GPC might lead to an underestimation of deposition fluxes of 10% an 1 more this 

I 
correction is important to correctly evaluate the exceedance of critical loads of N into different 

ecosystems. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

i 

i I 
1 I 
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